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Abstract- 

 

The advancement in computing in the last three decades has introduced many 

devices in our daily lives including personal computers, laptops, cellular devices 

and many more. The data we need for our processing needs is scattered among 

these devices. The availability of all the scattered data in the devices in use 

associated to an individual user as one is achieved in a Personal Information 

Environment. Data recharging is a technique used to achieve a Personal 

Information Environment for an individual user using data replication. 

 

In this thesis, we propose a data recharging scheme for an individual user’s 

Personal Information Environment. We study the data availability to a user by 

conducting a simulation using the data recharging algorithm. This data 

recharging approach is achieved by using master-slave data replication 

technique.   

 

Keywords : Personal Information Environment, Data Recharging, Data 

Replication, Data Management, Data Transmission, Data Push, Data Pull 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

We live in a world full of electronic gadgets and many computing devices are 

associated directly with our lives. Mark Weiser, one of the first visionaries of 

pervasive computing said in 1991 that we are heading to a “state where 

computing devices are so pervasive and critical to our activities that they are 

taken for granted and effectively disappear into the background” [1]. This 

statement describes the notion of “Pervasive/Ubiquitous computing”, which is the 

next generation of computing where individuals have access to their data 

anywhere and anytime.  

 

Pervasive computing embeds computing devices both large and small into our 

daily life.  The challenge is to facilitate the integration of these devices into an 

environment that enhances a user’s daily life while making the integration easier 

to manage or even invisible to the user. Users commonly employ multiple 

devices in their daily lives, such as desktops, laptops, PDAs, cell phones and 

music players. They may have data objects resident on all these devices. The 

union of these objects, data and devices is the user’s Personal Information 

Environment (PIE).  
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An example is given below to illustrate the Personal Information Environment 

(PIE) concept. Let us assume that a professor has several computing devices, 

namely a PDA, a laptop, a desktop machine at home and one in the office. User 

data is distributed among the devices.  Data changes on a continuous basis, so 

the user has to either explicitly copy this data between devices using media such 

as USB key/diskette/CD/DVD, or upload this data to another device using a 

program such as ftp [2].  Users constantly move data objects among their many 

computing devices. The objective of our research is to ensure that the data 

transmission within a user’s personal environment is achieved without human 

intervention and that the user’s data remains consistent.  

 

This thesis examines the concept of Personal Information Environment based 

upon the idea of having information available “anywhere, anytime and anyhow” 

[3]. Our approach uses distributed files. It is a fact that the amount of information 

in our surroundings is continuously increasing. To ensure that an individual has 

all relevant information has become time consuming for the users and, in many 

cases several devices are used in the process.  
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Figure 1.1: A Personal Information Environment 

 

Figure 1.1 shows a set of pervasive smart devices that may be used to access 

data objects in an individual’s Personal Information Environment. Some devices 

can play multiple roles. A user needs two major types of recharging of available 

resources; power and data. First, power recharging is needed by the battery 

powered devices to make sure that these devices work. Second, data recharging 

that is, obtaining the latest files available for a user, is needed in today’s high-

tech world. Many devices use rechargeable batteries for power and can be 

recharged when needed from a power grid. An analogous process to battery 

recharging can be applied to data recharging from a specific data grid, or the 

information grid (i.e. the Internet) [4]. 
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This thesis is about development of a Personal Information Environment (PIE) 

system that allows individual users to manage their data in a synchronized way in 

several computing devices of their everyday use. 

 

Everyday data processing in a Personal Information Environment (PIE) requires 

data transmission within PIE-associated devices. In order to reduce data access 

latency, data replication is required [4]. The data replication process permits 

several copies of the same data to be distributed to various devices in the same 

environment. A replication scheme ensures consistency in the replicas in all PIE-

devices. There are two basic types of replication: synchronous replication and 

distributed/asynchronous replication. In a synchronous replication scheme, all 

data is committed to all sets of computing devices attached to a user’s PIE 

before the data sender device that wrote the data is informed the data has been 

written. In the asynchronous replication scheme, data is written to one PIE-

device but may not be sent to the other until a certain elapsed time has passed 

[5].  The effective and efficient use of replication is the key to ensuring that 

Personal Information Environment data is consistently available for the users 

regardless of their mobility. Data recharging is facilitated by the use of data 

replication. Wolski [6] describes this process as the maintenance of data in an 

up-to-date fashion in all PIE-associated devices.   
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1.2 Objectives 

 

A solution to achieve a PIE is proposed in this thesis. Data replication ensures 

that updates to the master data are propagated to all related nodes as any or all 

of these nodes are connected to the data communication network. The proposed 

solution transports user related data in a user’s PIE-associated devices without 

human intervention.   

 

This thesis makes the following contributions: 

 

• Design of a data recharging scheme and algorithm for a Personal 

Information Environment. 

• Design of a data replication scheme for a data recharging in a Personal 

Information Environment. 

• Implements and evaluates prototype Personal Information Environment.  

 

This third bullet is extremely important, because a true PIE is more than just a 

data replication and recharging scheme working together.  The implementation 

will show the practical use of a PIE by an individual user in Chapter 4.  
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1.3 Thesis Organization 

 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides details of 

the background of Pervasive Computing and Personal Information Environment. 

This chapter also outlines different types of data recharging as well as the 

efficient use of data replication. Several of the available data propagation 

solutions are also discussed with the latest research work done in the field of 

data recharging. Chapter 3 presents the new design of data recharging and 

sheds light on the actual information flow in the framework while considering 

issues such as intermittent connectivity, latency and scalability. This chapter also 

describes the new model and algorithm for data recharging. Chapter 4 presents 

the development and implementation of data recharging. Finally, Chapter 5 

presents conclusions and future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Related Work 

 

In a Personal Information Environment, data is saved on one or more devices 

and can be available for processing on demand. In a PIE, a user can use any 

PIE-associated device and is able to work with files that might have been created 

on some other PIE-associated device, in the same way as if they were created 

and stored in this device. In this chapter, background information about 

Distributed File Systems is provided in Section 2.1. A detailed discussion on 

Pervasive Computing is given in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 elaborates on the 

Personal Information Environment with a detailed example. Data recharging is 

described in Section 2.4. The use of data replication is elaborated on in Section 

2.5. Section 2.6 contains information about related work and available solutions 

followed by a summary of the chapter. 

 

2.1 An Introduction to the Distributed File System 

 

A Distributed File System allows access to files on a remote host via network 

access. In a distributed file system, when a user finishes working with a file, the 

modified file is returned over the network to the central server.  As motivation for 

data distribution for PIE users, Tanenbaum writes [7]: The design of a world-wide 

fully transparent distributed file system for simultaneous use by millions of mobile 

and frequently disconnected users is left as an exercise for the reader. 
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The Andrew File System (AFS) is an example of a distributed file system [8] 

where all the data is available from one central server for processing needs on a 

network. The Coda file system [9], based on the Andrew File System (AFS), 

introduced consistent availability of data in the case of intermittent connectivity of 

devices due to data communication service disruptions. The study of distributed 

file system (DFS) describes the setting of data sharing by the users, placed on 

different computers with data available to be utilized as per their requirements.  

The next section briefly describes Pervasive Computing in the context of this 

thesis.  

 

2.2 Pervasive Computing 

 

“ Pervasive Computing, also referred to sometimes as Ubiquitous Computing 

deals with the idea of making “computing power” available anyplace, anytime in a 

uniform way so that it may be exploited for meeting the challenges faced by 

society” [10]. Personal Information Environment is a tangible utilization of such 

connected computing devices for an individual user’s environment. 

 

Computers and computing devices are a ubiquitous and pervasive part of our 

lives. We have seen the progress and evolution of these devices over the years 

from handling one job to juggling many simultaneously. As a result of this 

evolutionary period, computers are playing an essential part in all of our major 

activities, including education, business, communication, transportation, and 
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many forms of innovation. Pervasive computing makes devices, as well as 

applications used by the devices for processing, invisible to the users [14].  

 

Moreover, most users are no longer limiting their computing to desktop 

computers, due to the increasing availability of mobile devices. A pervasive or 

ubiquitous computing environment has created a pathway for new practices. We 

will examine such an environment in this thesis, that being the Personal 

Information Environment or PIE. The PIE may contain any number of 

interconnected devices and it provides seamless and transparent access to a 

PIE user’s information using data communication networks at any location. The 

PIE can have several devices that utilize a wireless connection over the Internet.  

 

Pervasive Computing has some challenges. The first one can be considered as 

device-related challenge; heterogeneous device and software types and the 

mobility of handheld devices. The dynamic nature of pervasive computing 

requires adaptation to changes in the physical and virtual environments of the 

devices and the use of software. With the pace of our computing needs the 

applications are also getting dynamic, such as the use of GPS in a hand held 

device, which might need a change, while crossing borders within countries. 

Pervasive computing is supposedly be facilitating such an adaptation of software 

components by replacement, adding or removing of required software patch 

changes. Such an adaptation is described by Noble et al. [11]. The diversity of 

software applications needed for such dynamic adaptations of mobile devices 
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needed their rapid development and deployment, an XML-based Mobile 

Document Application Language (MoDAL) [12], has been developed by IBM, for 

developing small applications for such varied adaptations. 

 

Universal user interfaces of the applications used in pervasive computing 

environments will demand high adaptability. These interfaces can have novel 

input and output mechanisms, such as gesture recognition and sensor inputs of a 

user’s mobility along side of the device. The gesture-based user interfaces 

require several sensors and can occur over a continuous period of time [13], this 

type of user interfaces can be of very complex in nature. 

 

2.3 Data Recharging 

 

All data transmission/broadcasting and communication from a data sender 

device, which affects the destination data state, can be considered as types of 

data recharging [06]. A master data-holding device that needs to have its data 

replicated to its associated devices can recharge data from the designated 

central node.  Any change to a replica will make that copy as a master copy and 

will be recharged to all other devices. Data recharging can allow very rapid 

restoration/updating of replicas to a relatively recent point in time upon the 

establishment of a connection between primary and sub devices.  
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Cherniack et al. [06] and Franklin [01] have worked on data recharging and its 

challenges. Cherniack et al. [06] explored profile-oriented data recharging, using 

the scenarios of a business traveler and a student. These individuals have two 

entirely different profiles. A business traveler would like information to be readily 

available at his destinations. He/she may want to edit, add or update data. 

He/she may also check prices, menus and reviews of destination hotels and 

restaurants, and guides specific to the travel destination. In the case of a student, 

the important information may be recent lectures and course notes available over 

the school’s website. The student may also require current notifications from the 

school and/or professors about upcoming lectures and lab sessions, schedules, 

and space availability.  

 

The profiles specify users’ needs in data recharging. These profiles can be 

considered as long-running queries that filter the available data repeatedly to find 

relevant data objects items and verify their importance for the user. Franklin [01] 

categorized profiles for data recharging using three characteristics:  

 

• Declarative Description 

The user’s data should be described in the user’s profile by the type 

of data processed and managed by the user.  

• Scarcity of Resources 

� Intermittent connectivity  

� Limited bandwidth 
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� Device storage and data processing limitations  

� Latency or time to complete the process of data recharging 

• Context awareness 

The data recharging process can incorporate a user’s context 

dynamically by getting parameters from a device’s Personal 

Information Manager Applications, such as appointment calendars, 

everyday task lists, etc. 

 

A user [01] can have following preferences:  

 

� Priorities among required data items to manage and 

process as per the context.  

� Data consistency requirements and any other 

properties as per user’s context as well. 

 

PIE is an individual’s environment that contains devices and data. The use 

of profiles in the PIE-Prototype is limited to the PIE-devices and user’s 

data. The framework designed for PIE also makes sure at the 

configuration time of its associated devices that policies and rules are set 

by the PIE-user, these policies and rules are defined in the profiles of PIE-

Devices. The PIE-Profile contains: 
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� Naming of the device, a device must have a unique name 

� Designation of a PIE-Local Folder on a PIE-Device 

� Designation of Data File Types needs to be replicated to other 

devices 

� Preference of data Deletion at a local device 

� Designation of Device-Denied status of some device C, from where 

data is not needed at this device A 

 

The details of these characteristics of the PIE-Profiles are provided in 

Chapter 3. Data consistency in a PIE is achieved by using Atomicity in 

data transfer among devices and central node. This means, until the data 

file is not completely transferred to or from the PIE-central node will not be 

considered successful data availability for the PIE-user, section 3.2 

contains detailed design scenario.  

 

2.4 DBIS – Dissemination-Based Information System 

 

PIE deals with data distribution and the Dissemination-Based Information System 

(DBIS) combines various data transmission techniques and mechanisms [16]. 

Data distribution can contain ‘n’ nodes in which this dissemination can occur. 

DBIS comprises request-response as well as unicast or point-to-point data 

delivery.  
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Request-response is also known as request-reply. This data transmission 

scheme is used among two computing devices and uses a data delivery model 

which allows two computing devices to have a two-way data exchange with one 

another over a network, which can be a local area network or using internet. 

Request-response is used to check server interactions. 

 

Unicast is a type of data communication between just one data sending device, 

and one data receiving device. A PIE-user is empowered to choose only two PIE-

devices designated to send and receive data among each other, Chapter 3 

contains a PIE-scenario in section 3.4.2 elaborating unicast usage of PIE-

prototype. 

 

PIE prototype is an application, which configures PIE-devices with a data 

recharging system to communicatively link a PIE-central node and a PIE-local 

device with a point-to-point data communication capability. Point-to-point data 

communications are usually limited to two devices.  

 

The DBIS places importance on the use of push vs. pull data transfer. The DBIS 

communicates a message to all clients to ensure that each client’s cache 

manager purges the old item from the cache upon receiving the information of 

change in the primary data broadcaster. This primary data broadcaster can be 

any device employed by the user to process any data at any given time.  
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In DBIS [16] an application process on the client workstation generates pull 

requests as it needs data. The Broadcast Disk Server, sends data to the clients 

in advance of any request as data push. The DBIS client receives this 

broadcasted data which might be required by one of the client’s applications. The 

push is scheduled by the server and is periodic. This scenario is shown in the 

given Figure 2.1. 

 

To simplify the broadcast, a device in use, called the ‘Broadcast Disk Server’, 

leaves the message and anyone using the ‘Broadcast Disk Client’ can get the 

message upon request, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Broadcast Disks for DBIS [16] 

 

In the framework designed for a Personal Information Environment, data is being 

pushed by the client device to the central node, once the data file is saved by the 

user. A PIE central node is a passive server. All PIE devices compare the files 

availability on both local and central node. In case, a device is joining or rejoining 

a PIE pulls latest data from the PIE central node. DBIS is a push based 
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technique, where as the framework designed to achieve a PIE is based on both 

data push and pull. 

 

2.5 Data Replication 

 

Data Replication involves the reproduction of original data as an exact copy or 

replica. This replica can be used for data availability, backup, or for version-

control purposes. A number of data replication strategies are provided and 

discussed by Cherniack et al. [06], Franklin et al. [16], [01], Kistler et al. [13], 

Morris et al. [12], and Thekkath et al.[17] to achieve high data availability for the 

users. There are three major types of replication: 

 

� Synchronous Replication  

� Asynchronous Replication 

� Two-Tier Replication 

 

These replication schemes are discussed in Subsection 2.5.1 and are illustrated 

using a common example. A discussion on data replication cannot be complete 

without describing replica consistency [18]. It can be understood by one simple 

consistency model: at any given time that an update transaction is processed by 

a user who owns several devices, all of the user’s slave devices should have this 

data transaction(s) transmitted as exact replicas by the master node. Data 
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replication is an efficient technique to enhance data availability to the users in 

intermittent or unreliable network connectivity.  

 

Section 3.2 contains an example to explain this enhanced data availability. Data 

consistency can be achieved using a master-slave replication technique. A 

discussion of one of the basic data replication models used in this thesis to 

provide data recharging of the devices of a Personal Information Environment 

follows in Subsection 3.2. This data replication model is master-slave and 

accomplishes a high degree of data availability in a PIE for an individual user.  

 

2.5.1 Types of Data Replication 

 

Synchronous Replication 

 

This type of data replication allows changes to the master device’s data only if 

the same changes can be made to the data on the slave device on a concurrent 

basis [07], [08].  

 

Figure 2.2: Synchronous Replication 
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In Figure 2.2, synchronous replication is depicted as a change at master node A 

that can only be committed if both slave nodes B and C send an 

acknowledgement that the change in both slave devices has occurred 

successfully. This type of replication is also called eager replication. 

 

Asynchronous Replication 

 

Asynchronous replication allows a transaction to commit on node A as shown in 

Figure 2.3, before all copies have been changed; this means a reader can read 

an out of date copy on either slave nodes B and C. Transaction commitment on 

all related nodes to the master node occurs on a one-by-one basis. This 

commitment replaces the old copy of the data with the latest to make sure of the 

availability of an exact replica of master data [07], [09], and [21].  

 

Figure 2.3: Asynchronous Replication 

 

The example given in Figure 2.3 displays the transaction commitment of a 

transaction T at node A. This transaction will be transmitted to node B and C 
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upon the restoration of the connection of any or both of the nodes with node A. 

This type of replication is also known as lazy replication. 

 

Two-Tier Replication 

 

The data has two states in two-tier replication: master or base data, and tentative 

data. In an ideal situation of availability of all resources at a portable device, at 

the time a portable device is connected to master/base data, it is charged, and 

the portable device gets the latest copy in its storage from the central node of 

PIE. Any changes that occur to this latest copy or the master data render this 

data tentative. The tentative data needs to be transmitted to related nodes. After 

the successful data transfer to all other nodes, this tentative data is considered 

master data for any further processing by the user’s related devices. Two-tier 

replication is depicted in Figure 2.4 [17], [18]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Two-Tier Replication 
 

The example given in Figure 2.4 shows the direct transmission from all devices 

to each other of any data creation or update transaction(s) at any node A, B and 

C. Node A and B can be considered base nodes, and node C is shown as a 
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laptop in the pictorial representation to indicate that it can be a mobile device that 

connects with the base nodes to get master data in its storage for a user’s 

related processing requirements. As soon as a change transaction occurs in the 

data of node C, this transaction converts the master data to tentative data, and 

this tentative data needs to be transmitted back to the base nodes to get 

replicated so that all nodes have consistent replicas available. This two-tier 

replication scheme’s tentative data can be considered master data in a master-

slave replication model, which needs to be transmitted to the slave devices.  

 

2.6 Related Works and Available Solutions 

 

The most recent accomplishment in data recharging is Project 54 [22], [23].   

Project 54 is a pervasive system designed to create a pervasive computing 

environment within the police cruiser where officers can acquire and update 

information and interact with their computers from their vehicles and from the 

servers at their offices. Data recharging for the police cruiser occurs when the 

police officer pulls the cruiser up to a gas station. The officer pushes a button on 

devices embedded in the vehicle to connect to the short range wireless network 

available at the gas station to connect to the remote update server using a two-

tier data replication. While refueling or recharging data, both of the desired 

processes can happen at the same time to save the officer(s) from spending any 

extra effort or time.  
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The devices in a PIE are configured as mentioned in detail in chapter 3 and 4 

with an application, which periodically checks the data files on both local and 

central nodes for any data updates to either push or pull the data as mentioned in 

section 2.4. The application designed for PIE controls data recharging and once 

configured, there is no need of a human intervention in making data available for 

the PIE-user. There is a class of commercial products available for data 

transmission. These solutions come with some disadvantages, which are also 

discussed in brief in this section. The designed PIE prototype resolves these 

disadvantages at no cost to an individual user for his/her personal data 

recharging needs, as seen in this brief overview of middleware data 

communication/recharging solutions. 

 

The Availl Wide Area File Services (WAFS) [24] software allows branch office 

users to access and share files over the WAN at LAN speeds. Its real-time 

multidirectional acceleration and mirroring technology ensures that the same 

data exists on all servers regardless of where changes occur. Individuals’ data 

using WAFS is propagated using the same network. WAFS is designed for multi-

user data transmission.  Where as the PIE-Prototype is for an individual user and 

is not dependent on any certain operating system platform. The process of data 

transmission in a synchronized way is common in both WAFS and the PIE-

Prototype. WAFS is administered by an administrator; PIE-Prototype is 

administered by its user. A WAFS server also backs up the data for the users. 
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PIE-Prototype does not do back ups of PIE-data. Both WAFS and our prototype 

use HTTP for data replication. 

 

PowerSync 5.0 WS [25] is the workstation version for backup and 

synchronization of files across local and wide area networks. This tool provides 

user-initiated or scheduled/automatic/unattended operational modes over any 

network drives that are shared and accessible.  PowerSync verifies and 

compares the time and date of user’s files as set by user’s internal computer 

system clock. PIE-Prototype uses a logical timestamp to compare files among 

PIE-local device and central node. PowerSync provides a workstation and a 

server version. PIE-Prototype also provides a workstation and a server side 

scripting for the user. It is the job of network administrators to ensure to configure 

PowerSync at both servers and workstations that files, directories, and servers 

always have the most current copies of mission critical application data for their 

users. PIE-Prototype is configured by the user as per his/her needs of data 

availability. PowerSync is centrally administered by system administrators. PIE-

Prototype is a single user system. PowerSync provides mapped drive path 

selection, PIE-Prototype does not provide this feature. The filter option in 

PowerSync allows users to selectively copy by file type; PIE-Prototype also 

provides the same functionality to its users. Both PowerSync and PIE-Prototype 

provide safe copy feature, which prevents loss of data due to network interruption 

or a device failure to replicate data. 
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Avvneu Access and Share [26]: Nokia has introduced this software for users to 

share files within their user domain to make files available on a Nokia cell phone. 

The software contains three services: 

• Remote access as being the first service allows the user to remotely 

access to his/her files. 

• The second is a search facility of the user’s files.  

• The third allows the user to play music from any of his/her computers.  

There are several limitations to this system. First, a user has to open an account 

with Avvneu. There is no need to open any accounts anywhere in a PIE. The PIE 

prototype can be considered an individual’s property. Second, the user must 

have a connection with a Nokia service provider to access files on a cell phone. 

There is no need for any such connection in a PIE, as the PIE prototype works 

on any WIFI connection. Finally, a user cannot use more than 10 devices, where 

as in PIE, an individual user can use as many computing devices as he/she 

wishes to use. There are no restrictions or limitations on any computing device 

use in a PIE. 

 

Microsoft’s Folder Share [27]: This is a client software solution, which depends 

on server side software, like master and slave. The client is installed in a 

computing device and remains in switched-on status all the time. This client 

connects to “FolderShare Server (MS Servers)” with the user’s desired index of 

files being synchronized on the basis of “compared and made the same on both 

places”. It can only be used in devices with Windows & Mac OSX. Microsoft’s 
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Folder Share shares all files in the shared folder. A PIE-user is empowered to 

restrict file types not to be transmitted to certain denied devices by the user. 

Microsoft’s Folder Share or Microsoft Live Sync provides a secure peer-to-peer 

network. The user of Live Sync can only view or access files in his/her personal 

synchronized folder. PIE-Prototype provides user controlled access over the 

choice of file types and transferring from device to other PIE-devices. 

 

SyncToy [28], from Microsoft Windows, is an application that provides users the 

facility of copying, moving, and synchronization of different folders. SyncToy can 

administer several sets of folders simultaneously. This application keeps track of 

renamed files and makes sure those changes get carried over to the 

synchronized folder. SyncToy has a file filter to stop sharing some of the selected 

files to other SyncToy folders. The process of data transmission in a 

synchronized way is common in both SyncToy and the PIE-Prototype. SyncToy 

provides dynamic drive letter assignment; PIE-Prototype does not provide this 

feature. SyncToy also provides true folder sync, where users can create, rename 

and deletes folders on one computer and these changes are synchronized for all 

SyncToy actions at all devices using SyncToy, PIE-Prototype does not provide 

this facility, as a PIE-user dedicates a certain folder for his/her data availability 

and can control one device’s behavior to its files deletion process only. This 

feature is explained in detail in Section 3.3.  SyncToy also provides command 

line enhancements to its users with an added ability to manage folder pairs via 
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the command line interface, where as PIE-Prototype does not provide command 

line interface. SyncToy is available for only Microsoft Windows. 

 

Getdropbox [32] is another file sharing solution, which is similar to a backup 

system or a versioning system. This application provides 2GB free storage with 

synchronization of files between many computers; the system works as a 

background process and notifies you when new files were added, changed or 

deleted. This application also provides collaboration among several users.  As 

per the terms and conditions mentioned on Getdropbox’s website [33]; Currently, 

Dropbox offers both a restricted free account (“Free Account”) with a limited 

amount of 2GB storage and a paid premium account (“Premium Account”) with 

50 GB storage. PIE-prototype has no account settings. There is no storage 

limitation like Dropbox. The changed/updated PIE-files are transmitted to PIE-

central node in its full length, where Dropbox updates only the changed portions 

of the file. A user is needed to have a Dropbox e-mail account as a valid user to 

log in to the Dropbox, PIE-prototype has the username and PIE-user ID within 

the application. Dropbox users can share their personal folders with their friends 

and family members; PIE-prototype does not provide this feature. Dropbox saves 

older versions of files for the user, PIE-prototype does not save any older 

versions. 

 
rsync [34] is an open source utility that provides fast incremental file transfer over 

Unix. rsync is freely available under the GNU General Public License [35]. rsync 

can update whole directory trees and file systems. It optionally preserves 
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symbolic links, hard links, file ownership, permissions, devices and times and 

requires no special privileges to install. The comparison among rSync and PIE-

Prototype is provided in the given Table 2.1.  

 

Rsync  PIE-Prototype  

Rsync is opensource data 

synchronization software. [34] 

PIE-Prototype is an application, which 

is not opensource. 

Rsync is primarily LINUX application 

CYGWIN [35] and DeltaCopy [37] is 

available for Windows environment.  

PIE-Prototype has only two 

applications, one for local PIE-device 

application and a server script file. 

Installation of Rsync as a Server under 

Windows is complicated because of the 

differences in security and the inability 

to use the 'authenticate user' mode of 

Rsync and paths used by Windows 

Server 2003 [34].  

PIE-Prototype Server needs 

ColdFusion Server 4.5 or above 

installed to run the server script. 

The installation of Cygwin of Rsync is 

needed in full on Windows Server and 

its directory structure is utilized for 

storage [35]. 

PIE-Prototype Server uses Windows 

Server folder structure as storage. 

 

Rsync local user installation need to be 

noted in Autoexec.bat’s path to locate 

the Cygwin/bin directory in Windows 

PIE-Prototype local device needs a 

running JVM and needs a folder 

created as a local data recharging 
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9.X/ME, otherwise applications called 

from outside Cygwin will fail [35].  

folder with the file “quit.jar”, which can 

either be started as a java application 

or a path can be defined in 

Autoexec.bat files as well in Windows 

9.x/ME. 

A user of Rsync is able to maintain 

multiple versions of files and create 

exclusion lists for files he/she does not 

wish to include [34]. 

A PIE-user can include and exclude the 

file types, which user is not in need of, 

transmit to and from the PIE-local 

folder. 

 
Table 2.1: Comparison among rSync and PIE-Prototype 

 

zsync [40] is another solution, which approaches the data distribution solution 

among several devices and uses rsync algorithm. It runs on the client side at a 

local device and avoids the high server load associated with rsync. A PIE client 

side prototype also uses the local device to push and pull data to and from PIE-

central node. PIE-central node is a passive server and only stores data for a PIE 

data recharging. zsync transfers data among devices without the need to run a 

special server application. PIE-prototype also uses the same technology and 

HTTP compliant web server is required like zsync. zsync also provides special 

handling for compressed files, by enabling update transfers of files, which are 

distributed in compressed form. PIE-prototype does not yet address this type of 

file transfers. 
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2.7 Summary 

 

This chapter has provided details of the background of Distributed File Systems 

and Pervasive Computing. This chapter also outlined types of data recharging 

using data replication. Several of the available data propagation solutions are 

discussed in regard to the latest research work done in the field of data 

recharging. A Personal Information Environment prototype is achieved in this 

thesis by the use of data replication and data recharging for a user. The study of 

available solutions has given rise to the issues, which are resolved by our 

solution for a PIE user. Chapter 3 provides details regarding the design and 

development of a PIE.  
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Chapter 3:  

Design and Development of a PIE  

 

Data storage, processing and transmission between several computing devices 

are important activities. There are several solutions available to transport and 

store data among such devices, each of which requires human intervention to 

save, store, upload or download data. In this chapter, the use of data replication 

in data recharging is discussed for a Personal Information Environment (PIE). A 

PIE consists of computing devices and the data residing on these devices. 

 

An individual user employs many devices for different reasons, and data needs 

to be updated by disk copy, a USB key, an e-mail, or perhaps an upload on an 

FTP server. This thesis sheds light on the use of data recharging to recharge the 

user’s related data in all of his/her PIE-associated devices as soon as any 

alteration/creation process occurs.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

A data replication algorithm is developed for replica updates in PIE devices to 

keep all replicas consistent and fresh and to ensure that they are updated 

whenever a new file is created in one device, or when a change occurs in an 

available file on another PIE device. This chapter makes use of some sample 

scenarios to explain some of the issues that can affect a PIE. 
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Replication is the main goal of data recharging in a PIE. In Chapter 2, data 

replication and its types are discussed in detail. Data replication can be either 

"synchronous" or "asynchronous". One copy of the data can be processed in a 

lazy or asynchronous replication. Data consistency is ensured by this type of 

replication, because only one copy of the data can be altered at a time and is, 

therefore, implicitly correct. In the case of a PIE, as soon as the PIE device 

connects to a wireless network, the PIE starts updating data for all PIE-

associated devices to make all data consistent. All PIE-devices are assigned 

proposed profiles by the PIE-prototype. These profiles contain properties 

associated with the PIE-devices. Sub-section 3.1.1 contains a detailed 

discussion on PIE-device profiles. 

 

3.2 Master-Slave Model in relation to a PIE 

 

This is the prime model [19], [20] employed to develop the PIE prototype using 

data recharging. In this replication model, all PIE devices hold the master data 

with a logical time stamp, or we call it as an Index Key. All other PIE devices act 

as slaves and can hold up-to-date replicas for any PIE user’s processing 

requirements.  
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Figure 3.1: Master-Slave Data Replication Scheme 

 

As soon as a PIE user starts using another PIE device connected to the network, 

this PIE device’s data is considered master data. This situation can create an 

issue of duplicate updates in few devices. PIE is a single user system and as a 

user we are most of the time aware of the changes we make in our data. In the 

case of disconnected PIE-devices, user can adapt other techniques of data 

transfer, such as data copy on a USB device or on another data copy medium to 

take his/her update to another PIE-device to carry on working with. Due to the 

uncomplicated nature of this replication model, it is employed to provide data 

recharging for PIE devices as displayed in Figure 3.1. In the given figure, device 

A is the master device, and data is replicated to devices G and E. This sequence 

can change, as depicted in Figures 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2: Master-Slave Data Replication Scheme from E to A and G 

 
Let us consider a set of few devices of a Personal Information Environment (PIE) 

user connected on a reliable network to a PIE-Central node C. Data is being 

recharged using asynchronous data replication on central node C. PIE-user 

creates a worksheet on his/her Home Computer A and saves data. PIE-device A 

starts data replication to C. Device A waits for an acknowledgement from the 

central node for the completion of the process as being asynchronous replication 

characteristic as shown in Figure 3.2. Once this data replication transaction is 

completed, central node C sends the transaction acknowledgement to the device 

A and the process of data replication is completed and data transmission is 

successful. In this example the outcome is a commit or abort confirmation from 

C. If central node C fails during the data replication due to some other reason 

other than connectivity, the transaction aborts and no data is transmitted, which 

prevents data corruption at central node’s end. In this case, it is device A’s job to 

retry the data replication transaction of the central node later to complete data 

transfer. Each of the mentioned devices has their profiles set by the PIE-user. 
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3.3 PIE Policies and Rules 

 

As Franklin [01] categorized profiles for data recharging, this thesis proposes 

profiles for all PIE-devices. A PIE contains policies and rules that handle the 

devices and treat the files present in these devices of a PIE-User. These policies 

and rules are defined by the PIE-User in terms of device profiles, definitions of 

device and file attributes, as mentioned in Section 2.3.  

 

Overview of PIE-Prototype Policies 

 

A PIE-User is to use PIE-Prototype policies to restrict devices from certain 

actions, and to require certain PIE-devices’ data file types recharging to other 

PIE-Devices. PIE-Prototype policies need to be applied to all devices by the PIE-

User in his/her device profiles. However, PIE-Prototype policies do not offer 

control over any of the device resources in full.  

 

Policy support in PIE-devices 

 

Policies are to reside on all PIE-devices in PIE-Device Profiles, except PIE-

Central node. When configured on a PIE-Local device, each time PIE-user is to 

switch on of the PIE-Device, PIE-Prototype needs to be activated.  
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To use the full capability of PIE-Policies, a PIE-User needs the following: 

� A PIE-Central Node 

� PIE-Server side script 

� A PIE-Device 

� PIE-Prototype copy on this device  

� A policy holder file “quit.properties ”, it is denoted here as PIE-Profile 

� A dedicated PIE-Folder 

 

A PIE-Policy definition is contained in “quit.properties ” outline with given set of 

properties, which organize the policies.  

� Local Folder  

� Name  

� Deleted  

� File Types  

� Device  

� Device Denied  

 

It is must for a PIE-User to generate the policy outline in all PIE-Devices at the 

time of PIE-Prototype configuration with the Notepad utility before creating or 

modifying specific policies. Then save this file as “quit.properties ” to activate the 

outline and set their constituent policies in the PIE-Profile.  

A PIE-Profile contains a PIE-Device characteristics with some values defined in 

“quit.properties”  file, section 3.4 illustrates actual configuration of a PIE-Local 
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device. PIE-User is required to open an empty notepad file and manually enter 

following information for each device at the time of PIE-Configuration. It contains 

the computer name and can deny other computers for not propagating files to 

this typical device. The proposed PIE-device profile embodies the user’s policy 

for treating files on the device; Table 3.1 contains an actual PIE-device profile 

with implemented policies as values of the following attributes of a PIE-Local 

device: 

 

� Local Folder  

o A PIE-user dedicates a local folder of a PIE-device as the “Data 

Recharging Folder”, which contains the data objects for user’s data 

processing needs. These data objects can be document files, 

worksheets, presentations etc. PIE-prototype checks the properties 

of device profile in “quit.properties ” for the user’s designated 

folder.  

� Name  

o This is the PIE-user’s identity to ensure the data recharging 

remains in one user’s PIE.  

� Deleted  

o The “deleted” property of the profile can be either “0” or “1”. When 

the property value is “0”, upon deletion of the files from a PIE-

dedicated folder, the deleted files are not recharged from the 

master node. If the property is set to “1”, none of the files in a PIE-
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dedicated folder can be deleted. This profile property ensures that 

data is safe and available on a continuous basis. 

� File Types  

o A PIE-user can set up preferences of data objects types, such as 

documents, worksheets etc., as per the device’s context, such as a 

school, home, and/or office, for the data files to be appended to the 

master data repository at the central node defined by the PIE user. 

Every PIE device contains a data index list in the PIE-data 

recharging folder indicating the last update location, file name, 

extension, and key index value for each file. 

� Device  

o This property contains a value as a name of the device designated 

by the PIE-user.  In this case, the device at Home can be called 

‘Home-Desktop’. This name’s uniqueness is the key to inform the 

user of the last updated status of the data file, in case the PIE user 

needs this information for any traceability requirement. 

� Device Denied  

o This profile property is of most importance to implement a PIE-

user’s contexts. A value ‘OfficePC’ in the device denied property at 

a given PIE-device, such as ‘Home-Desktop’ will not get any files 

created at ‘OfficePC’. All other PIE devices’ data will be transmitted 

to and from this device. 
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The use of PIE device profiles with set policies by the PIE-user for a 

Home/DeskTop device is given in detail in the next section with a practical 

example. 

 

3.4 Use of Replication Scheme in Data Recharging  

 

Replication is used to develop data recharging for a PIE user to access data over 

a wide geographic area, and to have real-time access to PIE-associated data. 

Data recharging using replication produces PIE-data duplicates and distributes 

copies of data to the different devices. Every device in a PIE has a profile, a 

sample of which is shown in Table 3.1. This profile contains local folder 

information indicating where the data objects of the user are stored for data 

recharging. A PIE user designates the data object types to be recharged to and 

from each device. There can also be a device denied property set not to receive 

data from a specific device.  Table 3.1 contains an actual profile of a home 

desktop computer of a student’s PIE. 
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Profile Property Values 

Local Folder C:\\Home_Desktop\\Docs 

Name (User of the PIE) Maf 

Deleted 1 

File Types doc;xls;ppt;txt 

Device Home-Desktop 

Devices Denied OfficePC 

 
Table 3.1: PIE Device Profile Properties File 

 

At setup, a profile properties file for each PIE device is configured by the user 

and stored on the device. The user configures the profile of each of the devices 

in a PIE as per his/her requirement for data access in various contexts, shown in 

detail in Section 2.3.  

 

� Local Folder = C:\\Home_Desktop\\Docs 

o For the test purpose (defined in Chapter 4), a local folder is 

dedicated as the “Data Recharging Folder” at a PIE Home device of 

“Home Context”. 

� Name = Maf (User of the PIE) 

o This is the user’s identity to ensure the data recharging remains in 

one user’s PIE.  

� Deleted = 1 

o None of the files in a PIE-dedicated folder 

‘C:\\Home_Desktop\\Docs’ can be deleted. This profile property 

ensures that data is safe and available on a continuous basis. 
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� File Types = doc; xls; ppt; txt  

o The device ‘Home-Desktop’ will only be recharging these 

mentioned file types.  

� Device = Home-Desktop 

o This is the given name for a device.   

� Device Denied = OfficePC 

o The device ‘Home-Desktop’ will not get any files created at 

OfficePC. All other PIE devices’ data will be transmitted to and from 

this device. 

 

The data management scenarios in next section are extracted from the master-

slave model given in Section 2.5.3 as the base example on which a PIE is 

designed using data recharging. These scenarios contain hypothetical examples 

of data objects creation and transmission among PIE devices. These scenarios 

are the detailed description of a PIE and how the data objects are either pushed 

or pulled among PIE devices. 

 

3.4.1 Data Management Scenario 1 

 

A PIE where all devices have equal data management options (“Device Denied” 

property contains no value) might contain a PDA, where data needs to be 

available for one-time processing only and transported to all other devices after 

the alteration is completed. It then can be removed by the user from the PDA to 
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make memory available for any other processing needs. PIE data recharging has 

a data push as depicted in Figure 3.3 to recharge all PIE–associated devices 

with profiles configured to get the transaction with the latest updates for future 

processing needs as mentioned in the detailed description of Table 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Master data dissemination from A to B and C  

 

Figure 3.3 depicts that master data on device A or we can call it Home-PC will be 

available to be pushed to both devices B or PDA and C as Laptop. Only one data 

push transaction at a time occurs on individual devices from A to B and A to C, 

as an individual user is assumingly being working on one file at a time. At the 

time the master data is updated, the key index value, which is a combination of 

device’s name (where the data has been originated), file name and a logical time 

stamp, is also changed and is committed at the time the data is saved at local 

device’s data recharging folder as well as central node’s data recharging 

repository. A key index value at PIE-designated folder is a combination of file 

name and data’s creation logical time stamp. The data recharging device’s name 

is added to the key index value after the successful data push from the local 

device. An example can be considered as the files from “Office PC” once pushed 

A 

B 

C 
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to the central node gets “Office PC” as an addition in file identification key index 

value. The file has this key index value of the central index list with suffix “Office 

PC”, will not be recharged to the devices’ where “Office PC” device is denied.  

 

3.4.2 Data Management Scenario 2 

 

A PIE with several devices A, B, C and D as shown in Figure 3.4, can provide 

selective data management using the profile property of “Device Denied”.  

 

Device A = Home PC, PIE Central Node 

Device B = School PC 

Device C = Laptop 

Device D = Office PC 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Data management using a device profile 

 

Assume that device A is a central node as well as a local Home PC as well, and 

can get data from all devices within a PIE. Device B, on the other hand, has a 

profile restriction not to send and/or receive data from device D.  

 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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3.5 Design of PIE-Prototype 
 
 

This section contains details associated with the design of the framework of PIE-

Prototype. 

  

3.5.1 PIE-Prototype Processes and Actions 

 

There are five major processes involved in PIE-Prototype processes. These 

processes are listed below: 

 

A. Configuring PIE-Central Node 

B. Configuring PIE-Local Device 

C. Connectivity Available and Non-Availability 

D. Data Recharging Initiation Process 

E. Deletion of Data 

 
The detailed definitions of these concepts are given below illustrated by 

Diagrams. 

 

A. Configuration of PIE-Central Node 

 

A PIE contains a central node and can contain several local everyday use 

deices. PIE-central node needs to be configured by getting a server side 

software. The tests of our PIE-Prototype are done by utilizing ColdFusion Server. 
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This central node is a passive device, as Figure 3.5 depicts, once initialized this 

central node either receives the data from local nodes or wait for any updates. 

 

Figure 3.5: The diagram of PIE-Central Node states 
 

B. Configuring PIE-Local Device 

 
As it is mentioned in point A, that a PIE can contain several computing devices, 

PIE-Local device contains a local PIE-designated folder containing an application 

named QUIT, which stands for Queen’s Update Information Transmission. To run 

QUIT application, a file is needed to be created by the PIE-user, named 

“quit.properties”.  It is a simple text file that contains information as given in 

Table 3.1 and contains PIE-user’s policies as a set of values, which contain 

naming of the local PIE-device, PIE-local folder’s information, user’s name file 

deletion rule with the PIE-device denied attributes. The major actions of QUIT 

application are to create a local PIE-device index list of the PIE-Folder to push 
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and pull data files to and from the central node by comparing local index list with 

central node’ index list. The comparison is done of the index keys of each file that 

contains a logical timestamp with the creator device and file’s name.   

 

C. Connectivity Availability and Non-Availability 

 
Once data creation/edit and transfer is completed in a PIE-Folder of the local 

device, QUIT application checks for the connectivity with PIE-Central node after 

a prototype test time period of 5 seconds, this process is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

Once QUIT is connected with PIE-Central node, it starts data recharging 

process, which is shown in Figure 3.7.  

 
 

Figure 3.6: PIE-devices Network Connectivity 
 

 
D. Data Recharging Initiation Process  
 
 
Data recharging is the main attribute of PIE-Prototype. QUIT application checks 

the connectivity as shown in Figure 3.6, and upon successful connectivity 
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compares PIE-Local Index List containing PIE-Folder’s data contents with PIE-

Central node’s index list. In case both lists are same, this comparison process 

reinitiates after 5 seconds interval as mentioned in point C. This interval is used 

for system test purposes. As soon as QUIT finds a case, where a Local Index 

List has the latest index key for a file due to any processing done by the PIE-user 

data recharging process starts to update central node’s data for all PIE-nodes. 

Figure 3.7 and 3.8 illustrates complete data recharging process in detail. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Data Recharging Process 
 

The timing diagram is given below in Figure 3.8, that illustrates the sequence of 

actions processed by QUIT with in a PIE-Local device ‘A’ and the central node 

‘C’, upon a data creation or edit processed by the PIE-user.  
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Figure 3.8: Timing Diagram of Data Recharging of New Data  

 
 
E. Deletion of Data 
 
 

The “deleted” property of a PIE-Prototype’s device profile is discussed in section 

3.3 can be either “0” or “1”. When the property value is “0”, upon deletion of the 

files from a PIE-dedicated folder, the deleted files are not recharged from the 

master node. If the property is set to “1”, none of the files in a PIE-dedicated 

folder can be deleted. This profile property ensures that data is safe and 

available on a continuous basis. The processing is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Data Deletion Process 
 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the sequence of actions processed by QUIT with in a PIE-

Local device ‘B’ and the central node ’C’, upon a data deletion processed by the 

PIE-user. 

 

Figure 3.10: Timing Diagram of Data Recharging of Data Deletion 
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3.5.2 PIE Prototype Processing for Non-Portable Dev ices 

 

PIE prototype and related actions for both PIE stationary and limited or non-

portable devices; such as PDA, iPaq or Black Berry as mobile devices, are given 

in Table 4.5. This table describes the actions, which are simple tasks. Some of 

them are performed by the user, such as file addition, creation, or alteration. 

There is one task of data recharging that is performed by our prototype solution, 

QUIT. The sequence diagram given in the following figure shows the data flow 

among all PIE-Devices. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Data Recharging Sequence Diagram for mobile node 

 

A mobile node does not have the capacity to be a central node. The behaviour of 

all mobile nodes associated with a PIE will be as shown in the Figure 3.11. 
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Master data is the data in use by the PIE-User. The process of data creation or 

update renders the data as Master Data at any device in use. The index List is 

the actual comparison index list among all PIE-devices.  

 

3.5.3 Data Flow Diagrams  

 

The data flow diagram given in Figure 3.12 illustrates the data flow within 

Personal Information Environment non-portable devices. The PIE-User can view 

data available at PIE-Central node’s index list. PIE-Prototype provides user an 

interface at non-portable device to either Pull or download any current file from 

central folder to process or to Push or upload a newly created file to the central 

folder. Once this Pull/Push process is completed the PIE-Server side script 

updates the central PIE-Index list for all other PIE-local devices. PIE-Prototype is 

tested using 5 seconds time for the local devices to check the central node’s 

index list for any changed status of a PIE-File. Once the comparison as shown 

the figure as step D is completed and PIE-Prototype local application gets new 

file information from central node, it recharges the local device with the current 

data and after successful data pull the local index list is also updated. Figure 3.13 

illustrates data flow diagram of portable devices use in a PIE on the same pattern 

of data recharging processes. 
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Figure 3.12: Data Flow Diagram of Non-Portable  PIE-Devices 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3.13: Data Flow Diagram of Portable  PIE-Devices 
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3.5.4 Data Recharging Algorithm 

 

A PIE is a single-user Personal Information Environment solution, where several 

simplifying factors can be expected: 

1) The user is assumed to be working on one machine at a time.  

2) The user is assumed to be working on a few files at any given time. 

3) The user is expected to close the files when done working on them. 

4) The devices are assumed to be connected with internet most of the time. 

The user can be disconnected for a period of time but if they are going to 

access the most recent file, they should be connected. 

5) The process of upload and download in PIE is an atomic process. Neither 

upload nor download data process is completed with the change in index 

files at PIE-Central node’s Master List and at a PIE-device’s Central Index 

List, unless the data transmission process is complete at both ends. 

 

This means the use of the system is much simpler than a multi-user, multi-file 

processing environment. It is assumed that the master data update is transmitted 

to all other replicas to replace data having an older key index value after the 

master data update is committed. The data index list is maintained on all PIE-

devices and is compared to assure that all the replicas have converted to the 

current version of data file. There are two data exchange operations discussed in 

Section 3.5.1; pushing and pulling.  These are described below in the context of 

the algorithm design phase: 
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• A “push” occurs when a PIE-device uploads data to the central 

node.  

• A “pull” occurs when data is downloaded from the central node to a 

machine or portable. This only happens if a device makes a request 

for data to the central node/server. 

 

When a non-portable device associated with a PIE is switched off for any reason, 

as soon as it restarts, all the changed files are pulled from the central server as 

per this machine’s user-defined profile so as to be equivalent with all related 

peers.  

 

Two main technical assumptions are given below for PIE-Prototype: 

– Central node is active the entire time 

– Computers are connected to the Internet the entire time. 

 

Proper exception handling is done in the code in order to avoid a situation when 

assumption is not fulfilled. 

 

In the case that a computing device becomes disconnected from the Internet, the 

local PIE-Prototype will not be active. This means it will not be generating any 

error messages and will become passive. As soon as the network connectivity is 

achieved, the device will start recharging this local device and/or will start 
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pushing the data files, which happened to be altered or created by the user 

during this passive time of no network connectivity.  

 

The algorithms designed to develop a PIE-local device for both non-portable and 

portable PIE devices using the data recharging solution are provided below.   

 
 

Main Logic 
BEGIN 
 DECLARE list_of_local_files 
 DECLARE list_of_files_to_bring 
 DECLARE list_of_files_to_send 
 DECLARE list_of_files_to_delete 
 DECLARE list_of_local_entries 
 DECLARE list_of_remote_entries 
 REPEAT 
  LIST Local Files INTO list_of_local_files 
  LIST Local Entries INTO list_of_local_entries 
  List Central Node Entries INTO list_of_remote_entries 
  IF files need to be updated THEN 
   Transmit files between Local Machine and Central Node 
  END IF 
  Delay for 5 seconds 
 UNTIL terminated 
END 

 
 
List all the local files and the remote files in two separate lists for comparison. If 

the result of comparison tells us that files need to be updated then start sending 

or receiving the files. Delay for 5 seconds (for prototype test purposes) and 

repeat this step again. 
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LIST Local Files INTO list_of_local_files 
Initialize list_of_local_files 
READ first file name from list of files in file system 
WHILE not end of list 
 IF file name has acceptable suffix THEN 
  Add file name to list_of_local_files 
 END IF 
 READ next file name from list of files in file system 
END WHILE 
 

 
 
Create the list of local files into a variable, reading the file names from folder to 

be replicated and validating if the file is allowed to be transferred or not. 
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LIST Local Entries INTO list_of_local_entries 
Initialize list_of_local_entries 
READ first entry from local entry file 
WHILE not end of file 
 Add entry to list_of_local_entries 
 READ next entry from local entry file 
END WHILE 
 

 
 
Once files are transmitted, an entry file is updated accordingly. In this step we 

read this entry file so that we can use the entries to compare to the list of local 

files allowed to be transmitted. 
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List Central Node Entries INTO list_of_remote_entri es 
Initialize list_of_remote_entries 
Connect to Central Node 
READ first entry from remote entry file 
WHILE not end of file 
 Add entry to list_of_remote_entries 
 READ next entry from remote entry file 
END WHILE 
 

 
 
Central node also has an entry file. We receive this file at our local devices from 

central node, so that we can compare it with local entries to find out if there is a 

new file available on the central node, which have not been pulled to local 

device. 
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Condition: Files need to be updated 
Initialize list_of_files_to_bring 
Initialize list_of_files_to_send 
Initialize list_of_files_to_delete 
 
REMARK Step 1: See if there was a file changed at local machine 
FOR each file name in list_of_local_files 
 IF file name not found in list_of_local_entries THEN 
  Add file name to list_of_files_to_send 
 END IF 
 IF file modified date <> modified date as per list_of_local_entries THEN 
  Add file name to list_of_files_to_send 
 END IF 
NEXT 
 
REMARK Step 2: See if there was a file removed at local machine 
FOR each entry in list_of_local_entries 
 IF file name in entry not found in list_of_local_files THEN 
  Add entry to list_of_files_to_delete 
 END IF 
NEXT 
 
REMARK Step 3: Compare local and remote entries for differences 
FOR each entry in list_of_remote_entries 
 IF file name of entry has acceptable suffix THEN 
  IF entry does not belong to denied device THEN 
   IF entry not found in list_of_local_entries THEN 
    Add entry to list_of_files_to_bring 
   END IF 
   IF entry does not match with entry from list_of_local_entries THEN 
    Add entry to list_of_files_to_bring 
   END IF 
  END IF 
 END IF 
NEXT 
 
Result of condition is TRUE if any of the lists has at least one item 
 

 
This is the parsing through the lists to find out if files need to be transmitted 

between local devices and the central node. 
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1. Compare the local entry files against the physical files to see if there was 

a file recently created or modified after it was sent to the central node. 

2. Looping through the local entries, see if a file was physically deleted from 

the local device. 

3.  Compare the local entries list with remote entry list of central node to see 

if a file was changed on some other device and updated at the central 

node or a new file is awaiting to be pulled to this local device.  
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Transmit files between Local Machine and Central No de 
FOR each file name in list_of_files_to_send 
 Send file to Central Node 
 IF file name found in list_of_local_entries THEN 
  Update entry in list_of_local_entries 
 ELSE 
  Add file name to list_of_local_entries 
 END IF 
NEXT 
 
FOR each file name in list_of_files_to_delete 
 Send delete request to Central node for the file name 
 Remove file name from list_of_local_entries 
NEXT 
 
FOR each file name in list_of_files_to_bring 
 Pull the file from Central Node and save on local machine 
 IF file name found in list_of_local_entries THEN 
  Update entry in list_of_local_entries 
 ELSE 
  Add file name to list_of_local_entries 
 END IF 
NEXT 
 
Save list_of_local_entries to local entry file 
 

 
 
A transmission has three steps: 

1. Send all the files, which were found to be newly created or modified on 

local device. 

2. Send delete request to central node if a file was meant to be deleted. 

3. Bring files to local machine, if there were new files on the central node or 

the ones modified at some other node. 
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3.5.5 Technical Problems’ solutions 

 

The design time technical problems faced are given below: 

 

� Disconnection of the PIE-Devices both local and central. 

� The failure of data transfer among local device to/from central node 

device. 

� Files creation or transfer from some other folder of a local device to PIE-

Designated folder.  

 

These problems have been resolved by making sure that during the test phase of 

the PIE-Prototype all devices are connected with the reliable Internet 

connections. The test PIE-Devices were switched on all the times, in case of a 

shut down of a device ‘A’ the data transfer found terminated and none of the 

other PIE-Devices were recharged with the data, which was in the process of 

transmission from device ‘A’. In the case of the same file name in several 

devices, created a problem of overriding the last updated file to all test devices, 

this issue was later resolved by introducing the individual device’s name attached 

to the file name in the index list. 
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3.6 Summary 

 

Given the ubiquity of wired and wireless high-speed connections, there are no 

significant barriers to the performance of this solution. Data recharging is a 

phenomenon of seamlessly transmitting data between n nodes. This research 

offers an approach to reducing the need for human intervention by managing 

data updates and propagation in a synchronized way.  Data encryption can be 

introduced at the time of data upload and download to and from the central node 

of PIE for security of data during transmission. The data recharging solution for 

the PIE is based on lazy replication. Connectivity of the information grid (Internet) 

is a compelling reason to use a good mix of the approaches mentioned to 

transmit data asynchronously. The research objective of data recharging in a 

personal information environment is to improve a PIE user’s productivity by 

providing data access at any time, anywhere, and with consistent data 

transmission performance upon continuous internet connection for all PIE-

devices.   
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Chapter 4 

PIE Prototype Implementation  

 

This chapter presents a detailed discussion of a prototype PIE as discussed in 

Chapter 3. The proposed prototype solution in this work achieves effective data 

recharging in a PIE.  

 

4.1 Prototype Setup  

 

The PIE prototype uses a set of n devices, where devices can be numbered from 

0 to n. Each device stores profile information for its data processing, 

management and propagation/recharging purposes. We use an example of a 

student’s PIE. The student is assumed to be a working professional as well. We 

take a student’s different contexts and the devices used within each as: 

 

• Personal Context 

� Home - Home PC, Laptop, PDA 

• Office Context 

� School  - Lab PC, Laptop, PDA  

� Office - Office PC, Laptop, PDA 

• Mobile Context - PDA 
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This thesis provides the prototype dealing with three major areas of an individual 

user:  Personal, Office and Mobile.  The Office context contains Office-PC and 

School-PC machines; all other devices cannot and do not replicate files created 

on the Office-PC.  The Personal context contains the rest of the devices, as the 

only exclusions PIE-prototype has, is for the office-PC.  Data Management 

Scenario 2 in section 3.4.2 provides an explanation of the device profile property 

"Device Denied". This paradigm is the implementation of contexts in a PIE. 

 

We provide a functional example of data recharging using data replication for a 

PIE in the above mentioned contexts. This prototype has been given the name 

QUIT, which is short for Queen’s University Information Transmission.  QUIT 

facilitates automated data propagation in a PIE without the need for human 

intervention. 

 

Figure 4.1: An assumed PIE of a student with several related contexts 

 

PIE-Prototype QUIT is a combination of PIE local node or client-side and PIE 

central node or server-side applications. For a Portable PIE device, a manual 

Home 
Context  

School 
Context 

Mobile 
Context 

Office 
Context  
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processing web page is designed for both data pull and push purposes. The PIE 

local node or client-side application is coded in Java and as PIE central node’s 

application is developed in ColdFusion as mentioned in section 3.5.1. PIE central 

node or test server is currently equipped with ColdFusion; this central node 

application is convertible to any other server side coding technology, such as 

PhP as well. 

 

The server side application maintains an Index List of the central node’s data 

objects folder and PIE local node’s application maintains an index list of the local 

PIE-folder. This list is updated by the local application whenever change occurs 

in the local PIE-folder and is communicated to the central node’s list for updates 

to initiate a push and/or pull process to keep all data objects consistent. HTTP is 

used to push or pull the data. This push and/or pull process happens every 5 

seconds on the local PIE-device, with the time interval being a parameter that 

can be easily changed by the PIE-user.   

 

Portables are currently equipped with web browsers and the manual data 

processing web page is provided to the user for both data download and uploads 

purposes. 

 

At the time a non-portable PIE-device is configured using QUIT, the prototype 

ensures the creation of a PIE folder and an index entry list file to manage the 

data object’s information.  
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QUIT must be active on all PIE-enabled devices. The application can be placed 

in the operating system of a PIE device as a service application that starts 

automatically when the device is switched on.  As soon as QUIT is activated in a 

PIE device, it locates the central folder.  Upon first time activation, it creates a 

central folder for the device with an empty index list. This index list is utilized to 

maintain information about data objects. This information is a combination of the 

logical timestamp and the creator/owner PIE device’s name. The owner device’s 

information restricts the delivery of the objects to the PIE devices’, where these 

objects are denied. Device name is not an actual computer’s name; it is a user 

defined configuration value. This is the first security shield provided to a user in a 

PIE to name the devices as per user’s own choice.  

 

In a PIE, the profiling of devices is done for laptop and desktop computers. 

During the setup of the PIE, each PIE device is configured with a profile 

properties file by the user; in case this file does not exist the application will 

indicate the parameters needed to start the application. It is important in a PIE 

that all devices have a profile that specifies the PIE user’s requirements. In our 

test experiment, there are five devices utilized: Home PC, School PC, Laptop, 

Office PC and a PDA. The profiles defined by the PIE user for our example are 

given in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively, where PDA does not have a 

profile. 
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Profile Property Values 

Local Folder C:\\Home_Desktop\\Docs 
Name (User of the PIE) Maf 
Deleted 1 
File Types txt; xls 
Device Home-PC 
Devices Denied Office-PC 

 

Table 4.1: Profile Properties File for Home-PC 

 

As per Table 4.1, the properties file for Home Desktop indicates: 

� The Master data recharging folder on Home Desktop is 

“C:\\Home_Desktop\\Docs”. 

� The “deleted” property is set to “1”.  This means that none of the files in 

the PIE-dedicated folder on the Home PC in 

“C:\\Home_Desktop\\Docs” can be deleted by the user. This profile 

property ensures that data is safe and always available. 

� Home PC will only be uploading and downloading the following file 

types in the central data recharging folder: 

• Text files (“txt”), Excel Sheets (“xls”)  

� This device will not receive any files created at Office PC. All other PIE 

devices’ data will be transmitted to and from this device named as 

Home-Desktop.  

 

A PIE user can add as many devices as required. The service application of  

QUIT will find the central node using the HTTP address of the PIE-Central Node, 

which is hard coded in the application’s program for the test purposes. 
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Profile Property Values 

Local Folder C:\\School-PC\\Docs 

Name (User of the PIE) Maf 
Deleted 0 
File Types txt; xls; doc 
Device School-PC 
Devices Denied Empty 
 

Table 4.2: Profile Properties File for School-PC 

 

As per Table 4.2, the properties file for School-PC, the profile contains the 

following: 

� The Master data recharging folder on Home Laptop is “C:\\School-

PC\\Docs”. 

� The property “deleted” is set to “0” indicating that upon deletion of the 

files from the PIE-dedicated folder “C:\\School-PC\\Docs”, the deleted 

files will not be recharged from the central node on the Home Laptop.  

� Only files with the extensions “txt”, “xls” and “doc” will be uploaded and 

downloaded from “School-PC”.  It means the School-PC’s PIE will only 

be managing mentioned files in the central data recharging folder. 
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Profile Property Values 

Local Folder C:\\Laptop\\Docs 

Name (User of the PIE) Maf 
Deleted 0 
File Types txt; doc; ppt 
Device Laptop 
Devices Denied Office PC 
 

Table 4.3: Properties File Containing the Profile of Laptop 

 

As per Table 4.3, the properties for Laptop are as follows: 

� The Master data recharging folder on Laptop is “C:\\Laptop\\Docs”. 

� The “deleted” property is set to “0”. This means upon deletion of the 

files from the PIE-dedicated folder “C:\\Laptop\\Docs”, the deleted files 

will not be recharged from the central node on the Laptop.  

� Only files with the extensions of “txt”, “doc” and “ppt” will be uploaded 

and downloaded on and from Laptop.   

� There is no download available for files created at Office-PC. 
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Profile Property Values 

Local Folder C:\\OfficePC\\Docs 

Name (User of the PIE) Maf 
Deleted 1 
File Types xls; doc; ppt 
Device Office PC 
Devices Denied Laptop 
 

Table 4.4:  Profile Properties File for Office PC 

As per Table 4.4: 

� The Master data recharging folder on Office-PC is 

“C:\\OfficePC\\Docs”. 

� The “deleted” property is set to “1”. This means upon deletion of the 

files from the PIE-dedicated folder “C:\\OfficePC\\Docs”, the deleted 

files will automatically be recharged from the central node on the 

Office-PC.  

� Only files with the extensions of “xls”, ”doc” and “ppt” will be uploaded 

and downloaded to and from Office-PC.   

� There is no download available for files created at Laptop. All other 

device’s data of mentioned data types in the field File Types will be 

recharged on Office PC. 
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4.2 PIE Prototype State Processing  

 

All devices with the exception of PDA are capable of uploading and downloading 

data using data recharging. Table 4.5 shows 17 states of configuration of PIE 

devices and the data recharging process step-by-step for a set of operations. In 

our scenario, the PIE user uses five devices, Section 4.1 contains profile 

information of the mentioned devices, and PDA does not have a profile defined, 

and can download and upload data using the available web browser: 

 

1. Home PC 

2. School PC 

3. Laptop 

4. Office PC  

5. PDA 

 

In the given table, the PIE configuration starts at State 1 for Home, School and 

Laptop. A file abc.txt is created on Laptop as shown in State 2.  The data 

recharging process is shown in State 3, which transmits the data to all configured 

devices. Every file contains a logical index with the file name as “abc.txt, 1”. The 

empty boxes under Office PC shows that these devices are not yet configured, 

which means that the profiles of the devices are not yet created, until state 10. 

The column under PDA remains empty in the entire table except state 12, where 
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the data is being downloaded from central node and uploaded after the 

modifications are complete.  

 

As per IEEE 829-1998 [39], which is also known as the 829 Standard for 

Software Test Documentation is given below to test PIE-Prototype in points 1 to 

8 in the Test Standard format.  

1. Test Plan 

2. Test Design Specification 

3. Test Case Specification 

4. Test Procedure Specification  

5. Test Item Transmittal Report  

6. Test Log  

7. Test Incident Report  

8. Test Resultant Data Sets 

 

The details of this PIE-Prototype testing are given below: 

 

1. Test Plan 

o How the testing is done?  

� There are 5 devices used to test a PIE-Prototype. 

o Who will do it? 

� PIE-user is assumed to be a student is conducting the test. 

o What will be tested? 
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� The devices need to be PIE configured to push and pull data 

for the PIE-user. This configuration is mentioned in Tables 

4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 

o How long it will take? 

� The target of the test is to achieve all test scenarios.  

o What the test coverage will be? 

� The testing will cover the following areas: 

◊ Configuration of devices 

◊ Data creation on a potable device 

◊ Existing data transfer from non-PIE folder to a PIE-Folder 

◊ Data recharging 

◊ Failure of connectivity of a PIE-device 

◊ Failure of a file transfer 

◊ Data deletion  

◊ Data processing on a non-portable device 

 

2. Test Design Specification 

The test conditions are: 

� PIE-designated devices need to be switched on and 

connected with an internet connection all the time during 

testing phase of PIE-prototype. 
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� The expected results are the successful data recharging of 

PIE-user’s created/updated and deleted data in all PIE-

devices. 

� The test needs to be passed by achieving a successful state 

of an unexpected PIE-device disconnection from a network 

and its reconnection with a successful data recharging to get 

all changes available for the PIE-user. 

 

3. Test Case Specification 

Test data specification is given below for the test purposes. 

File Name 
abc.txt 
xyz.xls 
ph.doc 
ghi.txt 
lmn.txt 

 

4. Test Procedure Specification  

The details are given below, how to run each test, step by step. 

◊ Configuration of devices by creating a PIE-dedicated 

folder. Copy quit.jar file (code of quit.jar is provided in 

Appendix A) to this folder. Creation of “quit.properties ” 

file by the PIE-user by adding values as given in Tables 

4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Finally executing 

quit.jar file, which starts data recharging process. 

◊ Data creation on a portable device 
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◊ Data recharging 

◊ Existing data transfer from non-PIE folder to a PIE-Folder 

◊ Data recharging 

◊ Failure of connectivity of a PIE-device 

◊ Data deletion  

◊ Data recharging 

◊ Data processing on a non-portable device 

◊ Data recharging 

 

5. Test Item Transmittal Report  

5.1 Test Item Transmittal Report of PIE-Portable De vices 

This is the test report of software components progress from one stage 

of testing to the next. 

◊ Configuration of devices is done by installing JAVA  on 

PIE-local devices and ColdFusion Server  on Home-PC 

to make Home-PC as an available PIE-Central Node. 

PIE-Prototype QUIT is to be initialized on PIE-Local 

device and ColdFusion Script on PIE-Central Node.  

◊ Data creation on a portable device using PIE-Local 

device Notepad . 

◊ Data recharging is an automatic process run by QUIT 

after an interval of 5 seconds (can be set as a PIE-user’s 

priority). 
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◊ Existing data transfer from non-PIE folder to a PIE-Folder 

is in actual a drag and drop of a file from a non-PIE folder 

to PIE-folder.  

◊ Data recharging is an automatic process run by QUIT 

after an interval of 5 seconds. 

◊ Data processing on a non-portable device to test the PIE-

data availability in a complete test PIE. 

◊ Failure of connectivity of a PIE-device will be achieved by 

disconnecting a PIE-device by shutting down School-PC 

to generate a PIE-connectivity problem test. 

◊ While School-PC is not available to PIE, data deletion will 

be tested as mentioned in Final Test Table 4.5 State 15. 

◊ Data recharging is an automatic process run by QUIT 

after an interval of 5 seconds for this test purpose. 

◊ Failure of connectivity of a PIE-Central node as given in 

table 4.5 State 18 will cause no data recharging in all 

PIE-devices, where all PIE-devices will be available as a 

local device to work with.  

◊ Failure of a file transfer due to connectivity of a PIE-Local 

device as given in table 4.5 State 22 to 25 will cause no 

data recharging from this device to the Central Node, in 

result none of the other PIE-Devices will be recharged. 
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As soon as this is reconnected with PIE the data will be 

recharged as shown in state 25. 

 

State of Index File on the Devices  State Action 

Home-
PC 

School-
PC 

Laptop Office 
PC 

PDA 
N
o
t
e
s 

1 Configured devices. Empty Empty Empty   A 
2 File "abc.txt" 

created on Laptop. 
Empty Empty abc.txt,1    

3 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,1 abc.txt,1 abc.txt,1   B 

4 "xyz.xls" added to 
Home-PC. 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 

abc.txt,1 abc.txt,1    

5 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 

abc.txt,1   C 

6 "def.doc" added to 
Home-PC 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 

abc.txt,1 
 

  D 

7 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
 

  D 

8 "ph.doc" added to 
School-PC.  

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

abc.txt,1    

9 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

abc.txt,1 
ph.doc,1 

   

10 OfficePC setup abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

abc.txt,1 
ph.doc,1 

Empty  E 

11 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

abc.txt,1 
ph.doc,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

  

12 Change "abc.txt" on 
PDA. Add “ghi.txt” 
on Laptop 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
 

abc.txt,1 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

abc.txt,1 
ph.doc,1 
ghi.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

Modified & 
uploaded 

F 

13 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,1 
ghi.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

  

14 School PC is 
Switched off due to 
any unknown 
reason – lmn.txt is 
added to Home-PC 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

No Data 
Available 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,1 
ghi.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

 G 
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15 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

No Data 
Available 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,1 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,1 

 H 

16 "ph.doc" modified 
on OfficePC. Delete 
“ghi.txt” from 
Laptop 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

No Data 
Available 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,1 
lmn.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 

 I 

17 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,2 
lmn.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 

 J 

18 Central Node 
disconnects from 
the Internet 
connection, due to 
service provider’s 
service issues 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,2 
lmn.txt,1 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 

 K 

19 Modification in 
xyz.xls at Office-PC 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,2 
lmn.txt,1 

xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 

 L 

20 Data recharging (No 
connectivity, Central 
Node is down) 

No 
change in 
local 
index list 

No 
change in 
local 
index list  

No 
change in 
local 
index list  

No 
change in 
local 
index list  

No data 
Available  

M 

21 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,2 
lmn.txt,1 

xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 

Data 
Available 
for any use 

N 
 
 

22 Laptop disconnects 
from the Internet 
connection, due to 
service provider’s 
service issues, 
during a file transfer 
of lmn.txt after an 
update by the user. 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

No data is 
available 

xyz.xls,1 
ph.doc,2 

Data 
Available 
for any use 

 

23 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

No data is 
available 

xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 

Data 
Available 
for any use 

 

24 Laptop connects 
back to PIE  

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,2 
lmn.txt,2 

xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 

Data 
Available 
for any use 

 

25 Data recharging on 
connectivity and 
availability. 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ghi.txt,1 

abc.txt,2 
xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 
ghi.txt,1 
lmn.txt,2 

abc.txt,2 
ph.doc,2 
lmn.txt,2 

xyz.xls,2 
ph.doc,2 

Data 
Available 
for any use 

 

 

Table 4.5: PIE Prototype States and Actions 
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Table 4.5 Notes: 
 

A. Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 describe the profile 

B. Index List on first three devices will have "abc.txt”. 

C. Laptop is not recharged with “.xls” file as it is not setup for 

spreadsheets. 

D. Index file of Home-PC will not change as it is not setup for 

recharging of ".doc" files and hence it will not appear in Index File. 

E. State 10 contains the action of OfficePC setup, the Office PC profile 

is provided in detail in Table 4.4 

F. State 12 contains Change "abc.txt" on PDA.  

G.  This state illustrates the non-availability of School PC, is switched 

off due to any unknown reason. User adds a text file “lmn.txt ” to 

Home-PC during this timeframe. 

H.  Data Recharging can not occur for School PC.  

I.   The data of "ph.doc " is modified by the PIE-user on OfficePC. And 

User deletes “ghi.txt” from Laptop. 

J. School PC gets connected back to PIE, data recharging recharges 

all changes. 

K. PIE-Central Node is disconnected with internet. All PIE-devices are 

available in this scenario as local devices for the PIE-user. 

L. Modification of a file on Office PC will not be recharged, due to the 

central node’s non-availability. 
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M. No change will happen to any other PIE-device due to the central 

node’s non-availability. 

N. Central Node is reconnected with internet and data recharging will 

recharge all PIE-devices. 

 

5.2 Test Item Transmittal Report of PIE Non-Portabl e Devices 

State 12 of Table 4.5 shows the process of loging in to prototype’s web 

page and process a change in File "abc.txt" on PDA. 

 

Figure 4.2: PDA Login Screenshot 

 

Figure 4.3: PDA Index List Display 
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Files can be downloaded to PDA from one of the central nodes by 

clicking the file name available at a PIE-webpage with an index list of 

PIE-files from the central node and then uploaded to the node after 

modification. Due to the challenges mentioned below in sub-section 

4.3.1, a small web application with a micro device friendly interface has 

been designed for the PIE user. The use of this application provides 

both data file up and download processing of the PIE-user’s required 

data. A new data file created at PDA can also be uploaded using same 

interface. This new data will be recharged to all PIE-devices. 

 

Challenges associated to PDA devices  

 

The four (4) pertinent challenges given below need sound resolutions: 

 

� Power and power saving  [29] 

– Availability and Quality 

• A handheld device needs its power recharged after certain 

periods of time. If the power is not available to charge the 

device, or power is not saved for future needs of the user, 

the device is rendered useless. In a PIE a user can use such 

devices and availability of quality power can be an issue to 

get resolved. 
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� Connectivity  [30] 

– Network problems with Internet Service Providers 

– Mobile Connectivity Problems 

The mobile connectivity is another big issue, which has yet to be 

resolved. A user employing a handheld device faces problems in 

elevators, underground subway stations, and sometimes on the 

outskirts of town. 

� Operating Software 

– Micro virtual machines to run micro applications availability 

• It was found during the implementation phase of this thesis 

work that Java MIDlets [31] working on simulators over the 

Internet do not respond to process and operate the prototype 

code at the handheld devices. In PIE we used data 

availability on web to update and edit and upon the 

availability of suited technologies will make PIE fully 

functional on hand-held devices. 

� Scalability 

– Cache availability and storage space 

• Due to the increased use of handheld devices, the design of 

the hardware of these devices is improving rapidly. There is 

still a lack of cache availability to run more than a few 

programs and processes. The use of PIE prototype will be 

an easy task as these issues are resolved. 
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6. Test Log  

Table 4.5 is a complete test log having step by step state change of a 

PIE and its associated data and devices. 

 

7. Test Incident Report  

The incidents noted during test are: 

o The transfer of temporary files to all PIE-devices, where a new 

pattern is needed to be coded in the PIE-Prototype not to 

propagate these unwanted files.  

o Deleting of a file at local system was bringing the file back to the 

computer, so had to propagate the delete across machines.  

 

8. Test Resultant Data Sets  

The step by step processes depicted in Table 4.5 yield resultant data 

set as shown in Table 4.6 to Table 4.10. This data is given below for a 

better understanding of the central node’s demo index list with Home-

PC, School-PC, Laptop and Office-PC’s demo index lists.  
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No. File Name 
Recharging 

Device 
1 abc.txt Home-PC 
2 xyz.xls Home-PC 
3 Ph.doc School-PC 
4 ghi.txt Laptop 
5 lmn.txt Home-PC 

 

Table 4.6: Central Node’s Data Demo Index List  

 

No. File Name 
Recharging 

Device 
1 abc.txt Home-PC 
2 xyz.xls Home-PC 
3 ghi.txt Laptop 
4 lmn.txt Home-PC 

 

Table 4.7: Home-PC Demo Index List display 

 

No. File Name 
Recharging 

Device 
1 abc.txt Home-PC 
2 xyz.xls Home-PC 
3 ph.doc School-PC 
4 ghi.txt Laptop 
5 lmn.txt Home-PC 

 

Table 4.8: School-PC Demo Index List display 

 

No. File Name 
Recharging 

Device 
1 abc.txt Home-PC 
2 ph.doc School-PC 
3 Lmn.txt Home-PC 

 

Table 4.9: Laptop Demo Index List  

 

No. File Name 
Recharging 

Device 
1 xyz.xls Home-PC 
2 ph.doc School-PC 

 

Table 4.10: Office-PC Demo Index List 
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4.3 Summary 

 

In this chapter, an actual test implementation of a Personal Information 

Environment has been described. The PIE prototype (QUIT) can be beneficial to 

users who wish to take advantage of data availability on an anytime and 

anywhere basis. A personal information environment contains a profile for each 

PIE device. A user is empowered in PIE to set and change profile. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

5.1 Summary 

 

Personal Information Environment is an element of Pervasive Computing. We 

have seen and are experiencing the technology evolution and growth of 

Pervasive Computing use over last several decades as in current times. Devices 

are getting thinner and more efficient. This thesis examines the concept of 

Personal Information Environment based upon the idea of having information 

available, as it is needed. To make sure that this data is available in a PIE, we 

use data recharging, which, in turn, uses data replication to ensure that relevant 

information is available on all PIE-devices. The design and development of a PIE 

is given in Chapter 3. The PIE prototype implementation is discussed in Chapter 

4 showing sample use cases and states.  

 

5.2 Contributions 

 

The pervasive data of a PIE user can amass and become so widespread that its 

updates, editions, and transportation can pose difficulties with archiving and 

publication. This thesis contributes the study and design of a prototype solution 

of an individual user’s Personal Information Environment for the availability of 
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his/her data anytime and anywhere. An algorithm is designed for data availability 

in a PIE. The study of data recharging has provided a valid solution. There can 

be n number of devices attached to a user’s PIE. The PIE data-recharging 

structure facilitates efficient, snapshot-consistent data availability for any 

processing needs on these devices. The PIE prototype has been designed 

specifically for individual users only.  

 

A PIE-user is empowered to decide, and configure devices that can pull and 

push certain data files for any processing needs in any of the user’s personal, 

office or mobile contexts. There is no need to open any accounts anywhere using 

any proprietary software applications provided by a vendor. The PIE prototype is 

considered an individual’s property.  

 

The PIE prototype is designed in a way that anyone with software development 

knowledge of any platform can get this solution coded as per their available 

computing device as well as operating system software specifications.  

 

5.3 Future Work 

 

Several possibilities and challenges exist for future work and applications of PIE.  

The policies and rules need to be embedded in the system to treat data objects 

and PIE-user’s devices. PIE-system can decide on the basis of these policies, 

where and in which device the data objects need to be transmitted for future data 
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manipulation. The prototype presented in this thesis can work for any types of 

devices attached to the computing environment as pervasive devices. This study 

can further be evaluated for the PIE’s relevance to the health care industry for 

monitoring data associated with patients in care facilities or at their homes. For 

example, a patient in acute or palliative care needs several pervasive devices to 

reduce or remove pain to facilitate recovery. Data associated with these devices 

must be transmitted via a certain computing device from a patient’s care facility 

on an as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) basis to the medical authorities. Hospice staff 

needs to expedite decisions about patient care to advise attending staff regarding 

procedures to provide relief for patients. This data transmission is possible with 

our research work on pervasive data management and recharging. 

 

A PIE prototype can also be used to maintain n versions of any desired file or 

folder by the PIE user. A PIE can be extended in the collaborative environment 

for read-only or write-only basis permission-granting by the PIE user to family, 

friends or co-workers. 

 

It is also a possibility that a user uses a device, which has been disconnected for 

a period of time. There will be two files with the same name and different index 

keys available in the PIE as the connectivity resumes between these two nodes.  

Two of the following solutions can be adapted to resolve this conflict. An e-mail 

can be generated by the prototype for the user to inform that there are two files 

with the same name and different index key values available. The available file at 
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central node can be accessed by using the web-portal used for hand held device. 

This file can be downloaded in any other folder on the device in use by the user 

for comparison either to merge data or discard one of the files. A second solution 

that could be adapted is to have multiple versions available of a file with an 

information display that can be designed for the user to be available on the web-

portal for the user to make a choice, which file he/she wishes to process. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

 

This thesis uses the notion of data recharging in a Personal Information 

Environment. Data recharging makes a PIE much simpler for the user requiring 

data processing at anytime, anywhere availability. The PIE prototype is a way to 

process one’s data and transmit it over the internet. There are no third-party 

servers involved that could generate data security breach issues. Our prototype 

implementation of QUIT, maintains a synchronized index list of files recharged 

among all PIE devices. This index list contains the data file name, its 

transmission/recharging time, and a device’s name, where the data has been 

initiated from at the data recharging phase. The testing of PIE-Prototype QUIT 

showed in Chapter 4, results in a successful demonstration of a workable 

Personal Information Environment. All of the solutions currently available have 

several significances as well as drawbacks; where as the installation and use of 

an operational QUIT application is relatively simple and easy to work with. The 

scope of this research is achieved by designing and implementing a Personal 
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Information Environment. Data recharging in PIE ensures that updates to the 

PIE-user’s data are propagated to all PIE-devices as any or all of these devices 

are connected to the data communication network. Our solution QUIT transports 

PIE-user’s related data in to PIE-associated devices without human intervention. 
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Appendix   

 

This appendix contains PIE-Prototype local device and central node’s 

applications code and script files. 

 

QUIT Application Code 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class Quit { 
 

 // CRLF means Carriage Return and Line Feed 
 
 private static final String CRLF = "\15\12"; 
 

 // HTTP needs a boundary when sending data. This can b e any  
 // sequence of characters 
 
 private static final String BOUNDARYSEQ = "quitFileUpload"; 
 

 // A boundary starts with "--" and ends with a CRLF  
 
 private static final String BOUNDARY = "--" + BOUNDARYSEQ + CRLF; 
 

 // When a folder is defined to be work folder it will have a QUIT  
 // entry file. The following is written as the header information  
 // in that file.  
 
 private static final String ENTRY_FILE = 
   "#QUIT Entry file\n#" + "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\n#" 
     + "  Contains file names and their Hash"; 
 

 // Considering the Base Time as Jan 1, 2006. This t ime is used to 
 // calculate the last modified time in form of a l ong integer.  
 
 private static final long BASETIME = 
   new GregorianCalendar(2006, 1, 1).getTimeInMillis(); 
 

 // When using HTTP, some of the information can be send in the URL 
 // (internet address). This variable will normally  hold user ID 
 // and the password in encrypted format.  
 
 private String queryString; 
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 // There are three different behaviours in case a f ile is deleted 
 // from local machine: 
 // 0 means do nothing 
 // 1 means bring back to computer 

// 2 means cascade delete (i.e. delete on all place s). (Not yet  
// implemented) 

  
 
 private int deleted = 0; 
 
 

 // Not Implemented Yet: Meant for the cleanup if re quired after 
 // the application is terminated. 
 
 private boolean terminated = false; 
 

 // In case user does not want to automatically pull  the file, this 
 // can be turned on. So a prompt will be shown to screen asking 

// yes/no. If user says "y" then file is downloaded . Not yet  
// Implemented. 

 
 private boolean uiRequired = false; 
 

 /** 
  * Information related to Central Node 
  */ 
 

 // This is the default address of Central node and it can be 
 // overridden, if defined in the quit.properties f ile. 
 
 private String remote = "http://www.9to5soft.com/quit/"; 
 

 // Holds the server address only 
 
 private String remoteHost; 
 

 // Holds the name of module to receive the file at the server 
 
 private String remoteUpload = "up.cfm"; 
 

 // Holds the name of module to send the list of fil es on the 
 // server  
 
 private String remoteList = "list.cfm"; 
 

 // Holds the path on the local drive where files re side to be 
 // replicated 
 
 private String localFolder; 
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 // Holds the user ID. User ID is used as the remote  folder where 
 // files reside when sent to central node. 
 
 private String remoteFolder; 
 

 // Holds the name of device where file is residing.  This name is 
 // passed on to the server so that server can save  this name along 
 // with other information. 
 
 private String device; 
 
 

 // List of devices which will be denied when receiv ing the file. 
 
 private ArrayList<String> denied = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 

 // The name of local entry file within the work fol der. This file 
 // holds the list of files sent to the server 
 
 private File entryFile; 
 

 // List of valid files types which can be transfere d between local 
 // machine and the central node. 
 
 private String[] fileTypes; 
 

 // File entries are loaded into this name/value pai r for 
 // comparison with remote entries. 
 
 private Properties entryLocal = new Properties(); 
 

 // File entries are loaded into this name/value pai r for 
 // comparison with local entries. 
 
 private Properties entryRemote = new Properties(); 
 

 // List of files residing on local machine 
 
 private ArrayList<File> filesLocal = new ArrayList<File>(); 
 

 // List of files which need to bring to local machi ne 
 
 private ArrayList<String> filesIn = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 

 // List of files which need to be sent to central n ode 
 
 private ArrayList<String> filesOut = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 

 // List of files to be deleted from Central Node 
 
 private ArrayList<String> filesDelete = new ArrayList<String>(); 
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/** 
  * Entry Point of PIE. Create an instance of QUIT and call its * 
  * run method, which will keep the instance runnin g as long * as 
  * desired. 
  *  
  * @param args 
  * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
  new Quit().run(); 
 } 

 /** 
  * Constructor method for QUIT. Read all the prope rties/parameters 
  * to run the application from file named as "quit .properties". 
  *  
  * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 public Quit() throws Exception { 
  ResourceBundle resource; 
  try{ 
   resource = ResourceBundle.getBundle("quit"); 
  }catch(Exception ex){ 
   throw new Exception( 

"Property file \"quit.properties\" is missing...\n" 
+ "Create this file in the same folder as " 
+ "you are running this application " 
+ "with following properties:\n" 
+ "  localFolder=<the folder to replicate>\n" 
+ "  name=<user name>\n" 
+ "  control=<cofirmation sequence for the user>\n" 
+ "  remote=http://www.9to5soft.com/quit/\n" 
+ "  remoteList=list.cfm\n" 
+ "  remoteUpload=up.cfm\n" + "  uiRequired=0|1\n" 
+ "  deleted=0|1|2 #0-Do Nothing, 1-Bring" 
+ " to local 2-Cascade delete"); 

  } 
 
  try{ 
   localFolder = resource.getString("localFolder"); 
   remoteFolder = resource.getString("name"); 
   queryString = 
   "?uid=" + remoteFolder + "&pwd=" + 
   resource.getString("control"); 
  }catch(MissingResourceException ex){ 
   throw new Exception( 
   "One or more required property is missing " + 
   "in \"quit.properties\".\n" + ex.getMessage()); 
  } 
  try{ 
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deleted = 
Integer.parseInt(resource.getString("deleted")); 

  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  try{ 

uiRequired = 
resource.getString("uiRequired").equals("1"); 

  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  try{ 
   remote = resource.getString("remote"); 
  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  try{ 
   remoteUpload = resource.getString("remoteUpload"); 
  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  try{ 
   device = resource.getString("device"); 
  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  try{ 
   StringTokenizer tokens = 

new 
StringTokenizer(resource.getString("deviceDenied")); 

   while(tokens.hasMoreTokens()){ 
    denied.add(tokens.nextToken()); 
   } 
  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  try{ 
   remoteList = resource.getString("remoteList"); 
  }catch(Exception ex){ 
  } 
  StringTokenizer rmt = new StringTokenizer(remote, ":"); 
  rmt.nextToken(); 
  remoteHost = rmt.nextToken(); 
 

  // There is a file named Entry in QUIT folder of PI E- 
  // localFolder.  
 
  File entryFolder = 
  new File(localFolder + File.separator + "QUIT"); 
  entryFile = 
  new File(entryFolder.getAbsoluteFile() + File.separator + 
         "Entry"); 
 

  // if Folder does not exist, create one. 
 
  if(!entryFolder.exists()) 
   entryFolder.mkdir(); 
 

  // if Entry file does not exist, create one. 
 
  if(!entryFile.exists()) 
   entryFile.createNewFile(); 
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  StringTokenizer tokens = 
  new StringTokenizer(resource.getString("fileTypes"), ";"); 
  fileTypes = new String[tokens.countTokens()]; 
  for(int k = 0; k < fileTypes.length; k++){ 
   fileTypes[k] = tokens.nextToken(); 
  } 
 } 
 
  

/** 
  * This is the main execution flow of QUIT. It per forms following 
  * operations:  

* 1. Create a list of physical files on Local Node along with their * virtual 
* clock hash values.  
* 2. Get the list of files available on Local Node along with their * virtual 
* clock hash values.  
* 3. Get the list of files available on Central Nod e along with  
* their virtual clock hash values.  
* 4. If the lists do not match or the hashes are di fferent then  
* update files between nodes 

   *  
   * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 public void run() throws Exception { 
  while(!terminated){ 
   listLocalFiles(); 
   loadLocalEntry(); 
   try{ 
    loadRemoteEntry(); 
    if(filesNeedUpdate()){ 
     updateFiles(); 
    } 
   }catch(Exception ex){ 

    // Do nothing 
   } 

   // terminated = true; 
   try{ 
    if(!terminated) 
     Thread.sleep(5000); 
   }catch(InterruptedException e){ 

    // Do nothing 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * Get the list of files available on Central Node  along with 
  * their virtual clock hash values. 
  *  
  * @throws Exception 
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  */ 
 
 private void loadRemoteEntry() throws Exception { 
  entryRemote.clear(); 
  String url = remote + remoteList + queryString; 
  URL quit = new URL(url); 
  URLConnection connection = quit.openConnection(); 
  String keyValueList = 
    asString(connection.getInputStream()).trim(); 
  keyValueList = keyValueList.replaceAll(CRLF, "\r"); 
  StringTokenizer tokens = 
    new StringTokenizer(keyValueList, "\r"); 
  while(tokens.hasMoreTokens()){ 
   String keyValue = tokens.nextToken(); 
   int pos = keyValue.indexOf("="); 
   String key = keyValue.substring(0, pos); 
   String value = keyValue.substring(pos + 1); 
   entryRemote.setProperty(key, value); 
  } 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * Get the list of files available on Local Node a long with their 
  * virtual clock hash values. 
  *  
  * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 private void loadLocalEntry() throws Exception { 
  entryLocal.load(new FileInputStream(entryFile)); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * List only files which are acceptable according to 
  * quit.properties configuration (fileType). 
  *  
  * @param fileName 
  * @return 
  */ 
 
 private boolean acceptableFile(String fileName) { 
  String name = fileName.toLowerCase(); 
  for(int k = 0; k < fileTypes.length; k++) 
   if(name.endsWith(fileTypes[k])) 
    return true; 
  return false; 
 } 
 
  

/** 
  * Create a list of physical files on Local Node a long with their 
  * virtual clock hash values. 
  */ 
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 private void listLocalFiles() { 
  filesLocal.clear(); 
  File file = new File(localFolder); 
  File[] files = file.listFiles(new FileFilter(){ 
   public boolean accept(File pathname) { 
    return acceptableFile(pathname.getName()); 
   } 
  }); 
  for(int k = 0; k < files.length; k++){ 
   if(files[k].isFile()){ 
    filesLocal.add(files[k]); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * Update Local Node 
  *  
  * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 private void saveEntry() throws Exception { 
 entryLocal.store(new FileOutputStream(entryFile), ENTRY_FILE); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * 1. Compare the list of local files with list of  files in Local 
  * node to see if a file was updated and needed to  be sent to 
  * Central Node.  

* 2. Compare list of files in Local Node and list o f files in  
* Central Node to see if a file is needed to be rep licated to Local  
* Node. 

  *  
  * @return 
  * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 private boolean filesNeedUpdate() throws Exception { 
  filesIn.clear(); 
  filesOut.clear(); 
  filesDelete.clear(); 

 
  // Step 1: Is there any file which was created or 
  // modified but is not in Local Entry file. 
 

for(Iterator<File> itr = filesLocal.iterator(); 
itr.hasNext();){ 

   File file = itr.next(); 
   String fileName = file.getName(); 
   String fileHash = getFileHash(file); 
   String entryHash = entryLocal.getProperty(fileName); 
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   if(!fileHash.equals(entryHash)){ 
 
   

    // Either entryHash is null or file has been 
    // changed on this machine . 
    // In any situation it need to go out. 
 
    filesOut.add(fileName); 
   } 
  } 
 
   
 

// Step 2: Is there any Local Entry for which Physi cal 
  // files was removed 
 
  Enumeration<Object> keys = entryLocal.keys(); 
  while(keys.hasMoreElements()){ 
   String fileName = (String) keys.nextElement(); 
 

File file = new File(localFolder + File.separator + 
fileName); 

   if(!file.exists()){ 
 

    // It means it was manually deleted 
 
    switch(deleted){ 

    case 1: // bring from remote  
     filesIn.add(fileName); 
     break; 

    case 2: // Cascade delete: Not yet implemented 
     filesDelete.add(fileName); 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 

  // Step 3: Compare Remote Entry to Local Entry 
 
  keys = entryRemote.keys(); 
  while(keys.hasMoreElements()){ 
   String fileName = (String) keys.nextElement(); 
   if(acceptableFile(fileName)){ 
    RemoteHash remoteHash = 

new 
RemoteHash(entryRemote.getProperty(fileName)); 

    if(!deviceDenied(remoteHash.getDevice())){ 
String localHash = 
entryLocal.getProperty(fileName); 

             
if(!remoteHash.getHash().equals(localHash

)) 
      if(!filesOut.contains(fileName)) 
       filesIn.add(fileName); 
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    } 
   } 
  } 
  return (filesIn.size() > 0) || (filesOut.size() > 0); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * If a file at Central Node is needed to be recha rged, then 
  * confirm if it was not modified on a denied devi ce. 
  *  
  * @param device 
  * @return 
  */ 
 
 private boolean deviceDenied(String device) { 
  boolean result = false; 
  for(Iterator<String> itr = denied.iterator(); !result && 
  itr.hasNext();){ 
   result = itr.next().equals(device); 
  } 
  return result; 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * The entries read from Central Node needs to be converted to 
  * string for further processing. 
  *  
  * @param inStream 
  * @return 
  * @throws IOException 
  */ 
 
 private String asString(InputStream inStream) throws IOException 
{ 
  StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer(); 
  byte[] b = new byte[1024]; 
  int len; 
  while((len = inStream.read(b)) >= 0){ 
   buf.append(new String(b, 0, len)); 
  } 
  return buf.toString(); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * Copy data from one node to other node in a chun k of one 
  * kilobytes and close after done. 
  *  
  * @param inStream 
  * @param outStream 
  * @throws IOException 
  */ 
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 private void copyStream(InputStream inStream, 
   OutputStream outStream) throws IOException { 
  copyStream(inStream, outStream, true); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * Copy data from one node to other node in a chun k of one 
  * kilobytes. 
  *  
  * @param inStream 
  * @param outStream 
  * @param closeOutput 
  * @throws IOException 
  */ 
 
 private void copyStream(InputStream inStream, 
   OutputStream outStream, boolean closeOutput) 
   throws IOException { 
  byte[] b = new byte[1024]; 
  int len; 
  while((len = inStream.read(b)) >= 0) 
   outStream.write(b, 0, len); 
  inStream.close(); 
  if(closeOutput) 
   outStream.close(); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * Send any new or modified file from Local Node t o Central Node. 
  * Bring incoming files from Central Node to Local  Node taking 
  * into account all filters and update local Node definition. 
  *  
  * @throws Exception 
  */ 
 
 private void updateFiles() throws Exception { 
  boolean changesMade = false; 
  URL quit = new URL(remote + remoteUpload + queryString); 
   

// Send files 
   

for(Iterator<String> itr = filesOut.iterator(); itr.hasNext();){ 
   String fileName = itr.next(); 

File file = new File(localFolder + File.separator + 
fileName); 

   String modified = getFileHash(file); 
   String hash = modified; 
   if(entryLocal.getProperty(fileName) == null){ 
    hash = hash + ";" + device; 
   }else{ 
    RemoteHash remoteHash = 

new 
RemoteHash(entryRemote.getProperty(fileName)); 
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    if(remoteHash.getDevice() != null) 
hash = hash + ";" + 
remoteHash.getDevice(); 

   } 
   HttpURLConnection conn = 
   (HttpURLConnection) quit.openConnection(); 
   StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer(); 
   buf.append(BOUNDARY); 

buf.append("Content-Disposition: form-data; 
name=\"hash\""); 

   buf.append(CRLF); 
   buf.append(CRLF); 
   buf.append(hash); 
   buf.append(CRLF); 
   buf.append(BOUNDARY); 
   buf.append("Content-Disposition: form-data;" 
   + " name=\"file\"; filename=\""); 
   buf.append(fileName); 
   buf.append("\""); 
   buf.append(CRLF); 
   buf.append("Content-Type: application/octet-stream"); 
   buf.append(CRLF); 
   buf.append(CRLF); 
   String postHeader = buf.toString(); 

String postFooter = CRLF + "--" + BOUNDARYSEQ + "--" 
+ CRLF; 

 
   long length = 

file.length() + postHeader.length() + 
postFooter.length(); 

   conn.setRequestMethod("POST"); 
   conn.setRequestProperty("Content-Type", 
   "multipart/form-data; boundary=" + BOUNDARYSEQ); 
   conn.addRequestProperty("Content-Length", String 
     .valueOf(length)); 
   conn.setDoOutput(true); 
   conn.setDoInput(true); 
   conn.setAllowUserInteraction(false); 
 

   // Write post data 
 
   OutputStream os = conn.getOutputStream(); 
   os.write(postHeader.getBytes()); 
   copyStream(new FileInputStream(file), os, false); 
   os.write(postFooter.getBytes()); 
   os.flush(); 
   try{ 
    conn.getInputStream(); 
    entryLocal.setProperty(fileName, modified); 
    changesMade = true; 
   }catch(Exception ex){ 
    byte[] b = new byte[4096]; 
    int n = conn.getErrorStream().read(b); 
    System.err.print(new String(b, 0, n)); 
    throw ex; 
   } 
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  } 
 
  try{ 
    

// Receive Files 
 

for(Iterator<String> itr = filesIn.iterator(); 
itr.hasNext();){ 

    String fileName = itr.next(); 
    if(!uiRequired || confirmDownload(fileName)){ 
     URI uri = 

new URI("http", remoteHost + remoteFolder 
+ "/" + 

     fileName, null); 
     String url = uri.toURL().toString(); 

URLConnection conn = new 
URL(url).openConnection(); 

     File file = 
new File(localFolder + File.separator + 
fileName); 

     copyStream(conn.getInputStream(), 
new BufferedOutputStream(new 
FileOutputStream(file))); 

     RemoteHash remoteHash = 
new 
RemoteHash(entryRemote.getProperty(fileNa
me)); 

     setModified(file, remoteHash.getHash()); 
          

entryLocal.setProperty(fileName, 
remoteHash.getHash()); 

     changesMade = true; 
    } 
   } 
  }finally{ 
   if(changesMade) 
    saveEntry(); 
  } 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * If UserInterface is required then QUIT has to w ait for user to 
  * say Y/N. (Not yet implemented) 
  *  
  * @param fileName 
  * @return 
  */ 
 
 private boolean confirmDownload(String fileName) { 
  System.out.print("Download \"" + fileName + "\" (y/n)? "); 
  Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in); 
  String answer = sc.next(); 
  return answer.equalsIgnoreCase("y"); 
 } 
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/** 
  * Calculate file hash. 
  *  
  * @param file 
  * @return 
  */ 
 
 private String getFileHash(File file) { 
  long time = file.lastModified(); 
  return new Long(time - BASETIME).toString(); 
 } 
 

 /** 
  * After downloading the file, change its modified  date. 
  *  
  * @param file 
  * @param hash 
  */ 
 
 private void setModified(File file, String hash) { 
  long time = new Long(hash).longValue(); 
  file.setLastModified(time + BASETIME); 
 } 
 
} 
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ColdFusion Server Side Script 
 
UP.CFM  
 
<cfsetting enableCFoutputOnly="Yes"> 
<cfif isDefined("session.user")> 
   <cfset url.uid = session.user> 
   <cfset url.pwd = session.index> 

  <cfset form.hash = round( now() * 864) * 1000> 
</cfif> 
<cfparam name="url.uid" default="none"> 
<cfparam name="url.pwd" default="none"> 
<cfset fileName = ExpandPath( url.uid & "/" & url.pwd)> 
<cfif FileExists(fileName)> 
   <cfset folder = url.uid & "/"> 
   <cffile action="read" file="#fileName#" variable="lstKeyValue"> 

 <cffile action="upload" filefield="form.file" 
destination="#ExpandPath(folder)#" nameConflict="Overwrite"> 

   <cfscript> 
      upFileName = cffile.clientFile; 
      lstKeys = REReplace(lstKeyValue, "=[0-9]*", "", "all"); 
      keyPos = ListFindNoCase(lstKeys, upFileName, cr); 
      if(keyPos gt 0){ 
          lstKeyValue = ListDeleteAt(lstKeyValue, keyPos, cr); 
       } 

lstKeyValue = ListAppend( lstKeyValue, upFileName & "=" & 
form.hash, cr); 

   </cfscript> 
   <cffile action="write" file="#fileName#" output="#lstKeyValue#" 
addNewLine="No"> 

   <cfif isDefined("session.user")> 
      <cfoutput> 
        <html> 
          <head> 
            <title>File Uploaded</title> 
            <link href="style.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" /> 
          </head> 
          <body> 
             File Uploaded successfully<br />  
            <a href="start.cfm">Back to List</a> 
          </body> 
        </html> 
      </cfoutput> 
   <cfelse> 
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      <cfoutput>#cffile.clientFile#=#form.hash#</cfoutput> 
   </cfif> 
<cfelse> 
   <cfoutput>BAD</cfoutput> 
</cfif> 
 
 
LIST.CFM 
 
<cfsetting enableCFoutputOnly="Yes"> 
<cfcontent type="text/plain"> 
<cfparam name="url.uid" default="none"> 
<cfparam name="url.pwd" default="none"> 
<cfset fileName = ExpandPath( url.uid & "/" & url.pwd)> 
<cfif FileExists(fileName)> 
   <cfset folder = url.uid & "/"> 
   <cffile action="read" file="#fileName#" variable="txt"> 
   <cfoutput>#txt#</cfoutput> 
<cfelse> 
   <cfoutput>BAD</cfoutput> 
</cfif> 
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DEFAULT.CFM (Non-Portable Data Display ) 
 
<cfif cgi.request_method eq "POST"> 
  <cfset index = hash(form.pwd)> 
  <cfif FileExists( ExpandPath( form.uid & "/" & index))> 
     <cfset session.user = form.uid> 
     <cfset session.index = index> 
  </cfif> 
<cfelseif isDefined("url.logout")> 
   <cfset tmp = StructDelete(session, "user")> 
   <cflocation url="."> 
</cfif> 
 
<cfif isDefined("session.user")> 
   <cflocation url="start.cfm"> 
</cfif> 
 
<html> 
<body> 
<form method="POST"> 
<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 
  <td>User ID:</td> 
  <td><input name="uid" width="10" /></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
  <td>Password:</td> 
  <td><input type="password" name="pwd" width="10" /></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<input type="submit" value="Login"/> 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
 

 
Appendix Figure 1: Non-Portable Data Display Login 
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START.CFM (Non-Portable Data Download ) 
 
<cfheader name="Cache-Control" value="no-cache"><html> 
<head> <title>List</title> 
  <link href="style.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" /> 
</head> 
<body> 
<cfset crlf = chr(13) & chr(10)> 
<cffile action="READ" file="#ExpandPath(session.user & "/" & session.index)#" 
variable="fileContent"> 
<cfloop list="#fileContent#" delimiters="#crlf#" index="line"> 
  <cfset name = ListGetAt(line, 1, "=")> 
  <cfoutput><a href="download.cfm?name=#name#">#name#</a><br 
/></cfoutput> 
</cfloop> 
<br /><br /> 
<a href="upload.cfm">Upload</a><br /> 
<a href="default.cfm?logout=1">Logout</a> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
 

 
 

Appendix Figure 2: Non-Portable Data Download/Upload Mode 
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DOWNLOAD.CFM (Non-Portable Data Download ) 
 
 
<CFSETTING ENABLECFOUTPUTONLY="Yes"> 
<cfset name = """#url.name#"""> 
<CFHEADER NAME="content-disposition" VALUE="attachment; 
filename=#name#"> 
<cfcontent file="#ExpandPath(session.user & "/" & url.name)#" type="unknown"> 
 
 

 
 

Appendix Figure 3: Non-Portable Data Download Mode 
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UPLOAD.CFM (Non-Portable Data Upload ) 
 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<html> <head> 
 <title>Upload File</title> 
  <link href="style.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" /> 
</head> 
<body> 
<form action="up.cfm" enctype="multipart/form-data" method="post"> 
  File <br /> 
  <input type="File" name="file" /> 
  <br /> 
  <input type="Submit" value="Upload" /> 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
 

 
Appendix Figure 4: Non-Portable Data Upload Mode 

 

 

 

 

 
 


